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Several hundred.men who were dyslexicas high scgool

students, and for whom considerable early test data were available,,.

were surveyed as adults. Subjects included alumni from,1940 through
1977 of the Gow School a private sedondary school lor dyslexic boys.
Their occupatioht were compared to those of a control group, the
fathers of both groups, and to some.extent, to the jobs of men in the

general United States popplation.:Data on social background,
educational performance, degree level, and intelligence, aS well as

on severity of reading disability itself,,pllowed an assessment of

the degree to which.dyslexia affects a man s.occupational sUccess.
Among the findings were: ,(1) the Gow Men were guite-suecassful on-the
average, more successful than the average Man-rover 80% had white
collar jobsal over 60% were professionals or managers;- (2) their

jobs were not S high leVel on the averagechowever, as those of

their ththert or of the control men; (3) when Gow men are
professionals, they are rarely lawyers on physicians, the two
profeSsional jobs'that are most common among both their fathers and

die control men; (4) when Gow men ere managers,they are bore often

vice presidents, or chief execut*ive officers than are the control,
men;,(5) Gow men obtaiw considerably less education than do the

control men; (6) these differences im education, are associated with
mucti of the difference in occupations between the Gow and the control

men; (1) dyslexia appears to influence edUcational level by affecting

reading comprehension and grades obtained in school;. and (8) much of-

the variation in educational performance and degree level among:the

Gow. men themselves is not explained by dyslexi'a. (HOD)
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The Center.

The Center fon Social Organization df -Schools haS.two primary objectives:

to develop a scientific knowledge of how 'schools affegt their students, and

tcf use t.his knowledge to develop lietter school practices and organization. .

-)
The Center works through three research programs to aghieve;its objectives.

The School Oiganiztion Program investigates how school and classroom organiza-

tion affects student learning and other outconles.* Current studies fOcus'On

parental involvement, microcomputers, uSe of time in 'schools, cooperative

learning, and other organizational.factors. The Education and WorR Program

examines the relationship between schooling and students' later-life occupa,

tional and educational success. Current projedles ihelude studies off the
-

competencies required in-the workplace, the Sources of training and experience
. ,

that lead to 'employment, college students' major field Choices, and employment

of urban minority youth. The Schools and Delinquency Progtam researches the

problem of crime, -violence, vandalism, and dlisorder in ,schools and the role

, that schools play in delinquency. Ongoingstudies address the need to develop
.0-

a sttodg theoty of delinquent behavior while examinini School effects on

delinquenty and evaluating delinquency ptevention prograis in and outside of

'2

'schools. ,

The Center also supports a Fellowships in Education Research ppgram that

provides opportunities for talented oung researchers to coxiduci and publish

A
significant research and encourages the participation;of women and minorities

dn research on education.

This report, prepared by the Education and Work ProgrO,,analyzes the

occupational attainment Of several hundred men who were'dyslexic as high

school saj nts.

(
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Abstract

The alumni irpm 1940 through 1977 of the Gow School, a private secondary

school for dyslexic boys, were surveyed in- adulthood. mHypotheses-were that

thejGow alumni, especially the post ieverely reading disabled ones, would

be relatively successful because of their high socioeconomic status and IQ

levels, but that they would be employed More often in management and Sales

and less Oitemin -1;r-O'kessional work than a control sroup. This was

#

expected because sales and management tend to require less education for

.4
comparable rewards than does professional work and because reading it pro

bably less important and nonacademic skills more important ill the former.

Extensive test data available from the Gow'School indicated that the Gow

,men were very handicapped on the average in high school being about four.

years below expectation in spelliag, three below in oral reading,, and two

below in reading comprehensilon. The adult occupations of about 400 respon

dents:were compared to those of the alumni of a control school, the fathers

of both groups, and men In thegeneral. U. S. population. The Gow men were

found to be more 'successful than the average man because they were much

more often in professional, managerial, or sales.work instead of blue col

lar work. However, Gow men were much less often in professional work thiin

were the fathers or control men, and they were rarely lawyers or physi

cians, the most common professional jobs among the fathersw and controls. .

The differences in professional employment were reduced substantially by

controlling for social background (father's type of work) and ed6cational

level, primarily because the Gow men much less often obtained BAs (56% vs.

4
94%) or advanced degrees (8% vs..58%) than did the control men. Gow.men .

assessed as severely disabled 'were less often-in prdfessional work and more

often in-blue collar work than were mildly disabled Gow men. A Path analy

iv 6
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sis for the Gow sample ind cated that severity of dyslexia affects educe-
,e

dotal attainment primarily via its effect on.reading comprehension and

.grades. To the extent that being in professional work (which is primarily

.lowerlevel professional work,among.the Gow men versus managerial woark

,could-be predicted, obtaining a profeisional jpb,was associated with higher

educatiOnal levels and,having a p ofessional father. Rat'a on job require

ments collected from the control m n showed that:reading, ',kiting: and edu.

0 cational credentials are citeç1 as critical to good job performance by twice

as many professionals as managers or salesmen, but.that nonacademic compe

tencies such as taking.initiative Or resynnsibiliiy or being persuasive or
-

competitive are more critical in management or sales work.' Implications
Im

for vocational counseling, a11 for identifying youngsters most disadvantapd

compared to their social andl intellectual peerd are discussed.

4
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The Adult Occupational Success of Dyslexic BOys: A.

r-
t4

Large-ScaleIong-Term Follow-Up

,..

How do youngsters who are dyslexic (specifically readiig disabled)'fare

aticially, economically, and emotionally as adults? It has sometimes been

assumed that dyslexic youngsters face bleal futures regardless'of their

other attributes, but we really do noi know what happens to them./ Dyslexia

is a reading disorder that affects an estimated 1% to 7% of the population

(Yule, Butter, Berger; & Thompson, 1974)'and which has become of-increasing

concern to researchers, educators, and parents during 'the.last two decades

.(Benton & Pearl, 1977; )falatesha &Aaron, 1982). However, research on

dyslexia has focused on the identificgtion, etiology, and remediation of

the diso;-der. The few studies that have followed:dyslexic youngsters into

adulthood have generally beet mnall, the types of learning disabil-ity,

eocial background, or other important tharaCteristics not specified, of the

length of follow-up very short. Perhaps because' of such limitaticins; these

previous 'studies have led to,quite different
conclusions/,,some very encour-

aging but others not (e.g., see Schonhaut & Satz, in press). -

f

This paper exelpam44.one type of adult outcome, occupatipnal ducass,

'among several hundred'men who attended-a school for dyslexic boys. .

.

.iAlthough occupafion is not the only.outcome of interest, it is one of the

most important because the occupational role is wcentria 'one for meti: A

man's.occupation to a great extent repiesent6 who he is in society (Gott-

.

.fredson, 1981); it influences the'expectations others have.of him as.well

4 as the income and lifestyle he provides his faMily.

A
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EduCation, Literacy, and Job Demands_-

.---N. -

There is ample reason to e)Tect fhat a reading disability consti tutes a
.,

%
,..

,

handicap to an otherwise normal pei-son in fhe pursuit of a good education

and a good job, and thot it is a,handicap_that has grown more disadvanta-

geous over the decades. Our population has,hecome increasingly highly edu-

cated. From 1910>to 1970, the,median years of school completed by white.,

men aged 25-29 increased from 8.3 to12.7 (U. S. Bureau of the Census,%

1975, p. 380,', and the percentage cd the entire white.thale civilian 'labor
-

force having completed 16 years of education-(pkesumably a BA degree)

increased from 11.2 to' 20.6-betwev 1959 arid 1979 alone (U. S. Department

of Labor, 498 , Table B-9,,p. 291).

-Table 1 shows that the types of jobs,in our economy havgalso chanrd

radically during this ceLury, and it is Dikely b\'t they will continue to

do so. The percentage of males in white collar josb ha4 more than doubled

lr-

sinte 1900, from 17.6% in that year to 39.5% in.1970. The largest growth

in white collar jobs was due to the four-fold increase in professional and

technical work. Manual and service work has increased,from about 41% to
r -

56; of all jobs held by males, but the work within that oategory has beCome

increasingly skilled; The percentage of men in farm work dropped from.41.7

in 1900to only 4.5 by 1970. The large growtioin white collar work, parti-%

cularly in pfofessional and technical-work; suggests that'literacy skills

and higher education haye become incre'asingly important 'in the competition

for jobs. With mOre aavanced technology, greater;literacy skills than,.

4

before are probably'alao requiredlofmany"blue colfar jobs. FOr examPle,

uller (1976)1estimated that the increasing sophistication of the Navy's

ircraft has led to an increase in the pages of docmmentation needed to

4

0.4

rt
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maintain that equipment from 2,000 in 195d to 260,600 in 1975.

Insert Table-. 1 About Here

4

Other evidence suggests more directly that a reading hanAlcap May be a

.P
barrier to good Tobs. For instance, studies of ihe characteristics of

. .10006

/ occupaitons mild studies of the career processes of individuals all point to
-

the i mportance of education in obtaining high-prestige or hiih-isaying'jobs

(most of them white collar) and to the higher than average demands for

4

readi ng, writing, and'other languageihkilli in those jobs.. When different

occupations and their incumbents in_1970 are examined, the median educa- 4

tional level of male workers is highly correlated with Vd0 importaufmea-

.

sures.of.the attractiveness of their jobs, .78 with income ana .60 with

occupational%prestige (calculated from data in U. S. bureau of' the Celfs'us,

,

1973, Table 1, and Gottfredson & Brown, 1978).

When the abilities and activities required to perform jobs are examined,

the most important dimension
separating.jobs appears to be that of academic

or general inteliectual'ability: for example, abilities in language, math,.

and reasohing, and activities suchas writing,,using written matdrials, and

analyzing information (Gottfredson, Note 1). This academic ability dimen-

sion is it turn correlated to .9 *th the educational le4e1 (the "level

of knowledge typically acquired through formal education") required to per-

form the job. In particular, the use of written materials as sources of
,

1 ,

job information and the importance of writing lrers, reports, and the

like are correlated .74 and .86 with this academic factor and about .7 and

.8 with the_educational level required -by the job. Assuming that dyslexic

.youngSterslcansomehow-obtain the eduCirtional'credentiattrnecessary.:to

el
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.- ,

entei mans? jobb% they itill would face frequent on-the-job demands fpr

'reading, and-writin llsg skj oftenaa high level: Dyslexic adults 119,iiht
. $

,t.
-

be uncomfortable or less competitive-in jobs with high demands for literaty

skills and so.' more frequently turn, or,he forced to turn, to lower-level

jobs or to jobb where non-academic talents' that ther-might possess are more

",

-importanttthan literacy skills.

Studies of occupational achievement tt the individuSllevel, specifi-,

cally themany tociplogical regression studies of. what'determdines ihe

career success of individuals, also converge in suggesting th4 tducational

level is the-most important determinant of later occupational status and'

'.income (though the latter is.not as well predicted as the former). DQ and

parental socioeconomic status follow-iA importance as predictors of SAIW-.

elesi, primarily haVing heir influence on the_10e1 of education obtaliined

(e.g., Sewell & gauser, 1975).

Although it is generally true/that education is the m or ioute to good'

jobs, some stedies show significant variations in the importance ol educe-
,-: .

,

, .

0' tion ,that may reveal good opportunities for dyslexic adults. Sp cifically,

)management and sales jobs provide jobs of above averaee status ar\t they .

. $
'

often prbvide good income with less (education than do other field4 of work.

I. * ..---

with a similar or higher status (GottfredsoP,'Note a/ Table 2 il ustrates
.

.

A

this for two age groups of white,men in 1970. Incomes were higher far

increasingly highlyleducsted men in all fields of work as would be

expected. However, at all except the very highest level of education (17,
'

years or-more), men in sales and management had' higher incomes ihan simi-,

-LON

larly educated men in.othgX fieldslof work, fields which may evep be
r,

accorded higher social status. In fact, managers and salesmen with 16

12
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yearn of education (presumably a BA degree) edrned more than,the- more

highly educated men in all other fields except science and medicine. More

sirikingly, men tn sales and management who had only 12 yqars.of education

(presumably a high school diploma) badabout,the.sAme
income 'as men with 17

,4

,

or m4e years of education in social service and education. jobs'.

Insert Table 2 About Here

Good perfprmance in this entrepreneUrial work probably dePends more on

non-academic skills and personality traits siich as 'persuasieness, campeti-

.

tiveness, and
interpersonal.skills and less on strictly academic talents

k 4

such as reading and Writiui'than is fhe,case for many other'jobs. Whereas

a traditional formal education is'the route for entering fields such as

science, medicine, education; and vocial service, it is less likely to be

so for entrepreneurial work. Because management and sales may be a road to

success, at least financial success; with less investment in edycation,.it

is likely to'attract a larger proportion of dyslexic men tilan is-the case

in otrer pop4ptions.

4. .

Three general hypothese's' about the ocCupations of dyslexic men are

tekted.in this 4aUdi. .These hypothesesare based on previous research on,
,

--
career development *111 non-dyslexic

populatidns, the particularly relevant

finding's being'stated below as four premiseb underlying the hypotheses.

4
o.

PrOnise 1. Jobs require a variety of 141la besides those of reading
. -

.

.

and writing. In same.jobs, interpersonal or psychomotor skills may be just

,----7

as, or more, important than reading, writing, and other academic skilfs
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a

(e.g., GottfredsOn, Note 1).

6
c AP

A
Premise 2. The reading and writing skills necess:ary to learn or enter a

. job (e.g., through/education and training) may differ from, often being.

.
higher than, those.required to actually perform the work (e.g., Sticht,

1975).

Premise 3. The education and occupation one obtains'is influenced by a

variety of'personal and social factors, IQ and social class being among the

Most important of those which have been documented (e.g., gewell,& Hauser;

1976). There is considerable Aebate about why such factors are important

(e.g., BieIby, 1981), but there is no doubt that they cannpt

explaining the ocCupational outzolles of any population under

be ignored in

study.

Premise 4. In the general population, the level of men's occupatiCnal

4.

IspN-,

.

irations is correlated with their iitelligence and social Class, mobs,

.
bly.reflecting the men's recognition of the social standards generally

applied to people like themselves. Dyslexic men will share this recogni-

tion, with its resulting drive to live up to the expegtatioas com9on in

their social gioup, and so will seek ways to cope yith br circumvent their

handicap.

Hypothesis 1. Dyslexic men will enter jabs requiring less education

JO'

than will non-disabled men. Therefore, they will be found relatively more

often (a) in.lower- versus higher-level.joba and (b) in management and

sales jobs versus professional jobs. This will be true

men characterized b'SY social backgrounds an,d educational

rable to those of noa-dyslexic men.

14

even for dyslexic '-

attainments comps-
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Because the sample of reading disabled men studied here is considerably

above average%in both general ability and socioeconomic status (as will be

demonstrated below), it is expected that this group's occupationalachieve-

.

ments'will be at least as high as those 9f men in generai but not as high

.as those of their fathers or non-disabled-peers. Most high-SES and high-IQ.

men,are employed in professional or managerial work, so it is expected that

the dyslexic men will also purspe these two broad t4pes.of work. .However,-

they will be underrepresented in professional and overrepresented in manag-

erial work compared to their fathers ancrpeers. In short, they will be ai

least as successful as the average man but will fall short of the attain-

ments Nitich would have otherwise been expeceed of them and they willfind

success more often in entrepreneurial work than in the more educatiC;n-in-

.tensive professionai jobs.

Hypothesis 2. The foregoing trends will be stronier for men who are

severely reading dis:Led than for those who are mildly disabled.

1

Hypothesis 3. The reading and.writing,skills required on the job will

be higher in the jobs in.which dyslexic men are underrepresented than in

the jobs in which they are overrepresented.

Study:Design

The'following pages describe the samples, easures, and methochfof ana-

-

lysis used. Important methodorcal iisues which are discussed include

the definition and measurement of dysleXia, the length of folloW-up neces-

,-*

sary to study occupational success, secular changes iff career patterns,

selecting a control group and control variables, classifying occupations

and measuring success, and measuring job requirements. The strengths and



,

- .

limitations of this study are also reviewed.

Sample of }leading Disabled Men

The sample consists of men who attended the Gow

New York. The Gow School was founded in A26 as a

lioarding school with grades 7-12 for dyslexic boys,

, from all over the United States. The follow-up of.

at the suggestion of the Gow School'itself.

School in' South Waies,

college preparatory

and it draws students

these boys was initiated

Of the 1,012 alumni with school records, only the 965 men leaving Gow in

1940 through 1977 were targets of-the follow-up because school recli data

for the pre-1940 alumni.were less adequate than for later alui 'Of these
. .

965 men, 293 had either died, could not be

-

have received the follow-ug questionnaire.

located, or were knowlot to'

Of the remaining 672 who

received questionnaires, 579,(86.2%1 responded either by"mail or telephone.

'ma, there islollow-up information for 60% of all Gow alumni from

1940-1977. No,substantial differences were observed_in,Any decade among
. ,

,

,4
.

respondents, non-respondents, and men who could not be locat,ed (Childs;
,

FinuCCi, Pulver, & Tielsch, Note 3). -:2--There are, hdwever, some significant'

differences over the years in thg: types of mmU:attending GOw and these will,

be examined it a later section.

The Gow School maintains extensive school records on its students,

records that are consisterit since at least 1940 because of Elie schoolif

/

stability in the staff administerilig.tests, the tests i'hey administered,

#

and, the coursework and other relevant data entered into the students'

school records. "Prospective students

tery of tests, many of which are

a

4

tensively evaluated with a bat-

then repeated ach spring.

16
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The modal grade of entry in the sample was 9 and the modal age of entry

was 15, meaning that the boys were most often one year behind grade level

at entry. Over two7thirds of the boys attended Gow for at least two years,

1 -

many of them returning to regular high schools after leaving Gow. The res-

,0

pondents had an average IQ of 118 on the Stanford-Binet,-and only 3.3% had

scores of 100 or below.

.When characterized according to the measure of reading disability uied
4

in this report (discussed further below) three-quarters were considered

severely disabled.upon entry, with almost all the others being classified

as mildly disabled (rather than non-disabled). By the time the men left

Gow, over half were stiM severely disabled. When scores on the subtests

of the Wechsler-are examined, the profile of the Gow men Iforms to that.,

of other dyslexics, for example, showing poorest performance on Informs-

tion, Arithmeiic, and Digit Span on the Verbal Scale and poorest on Coding
A,

on the Performance Stale (e.t., Bueleman, 1970). Thus, the Gow alumni are

clearly a population with specific reading disabilities.

The follow-up questionnaire (see Appendix A), which was sent early in

the spring Of 1979, contained four sets'of questions: education, occupa-

tion, family characteristics, and adult reading habits and athtudes. Of

most relevance to this particular report, the respondents were asked about

degrees obtained, their father's occupation and educitiona moi:e de6iled

debtription of tbeir own occupation, and their current spelling ability.

Thewextensive data collected on educational careers have been reported

elsewhe (Childs et aI., Note 3).

1
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Two Comparison Groups

It was considered important to compare the Gov men's occupational out-

.:e.omes not onfy to a control.group as similar as possible to them but also

to the general population of male workers. Therefore, two groups are used

for comparison with the Gov men: (a) the alumni.of a private coiiege pre-

paratory school that draws students from a similar socioeconomic stiatum'as

the Gow men and (b) men in general as profiled in_U. S. census data. The

two groups will be referred to as the "control men" znd "men in general."

Control men, The alumni of the Gilman School, a tighly regarded private

college preparatory school for boys in Baltimorer'were selected as a con-

trol group'because.that school maintained records on alumni iraduatinv

between 1940 and 1979, 4it 'seemed to draw stadents'from similarlhih

social Class and IQ levels is dtd the Gow school, and it too was interested

in following up'its alumni and investigatilg their reading habits.

The Gilman school differs from the Gow School in several ways. It is

not a boarding school and it drawa students=primarify"frbm the local area.

A high proportion of students reportedly are_children of men associated

,

, with the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, which probably.explains the

.
,

, .

unuspally large number of physicians among the fathers. In addition, con-

siderably less school record information was available for the control than

-?-for-fhe-Gow n:p-For-examplei-there-were TMr IQ-test scores for these men:-

41,

However, SAT scores were available"for most control men and gAT verbal

scores were used to estimate IQ scores, asszeill be explained below.

'The questionnaires for the control men (see Appendix B), which were sent

In the spring,gof 080, were essentially the same as those sedt to the Gow

;
1 8
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taen,.except that one major question was added. That question asked the

control men to rate how important different skills and personality, traits

are on their job.

-

The Gilman alumni were
randomly,selected from each year from 1940 on,,

stratifying first by year of leaving Gilman so as to match the proportion

of Gow men leaving the Gow School in those same years. Of the 753 men to

whom quebtionnaires were sent, 612 (81.3%) responded by mail or telephone;

As was true for the Gow men, there were no substantial differences between

respondents and non-respondents, though respondents did differ among them-

selves across the decades.

The adequacy of this sample as a control group is examined in a later

section.

Men in general. Data tollected by the Census Bureau were used to

9

, describe the general population of male workers in the United States. Most

often the data used here'are restricted to white men. The results pre-

sented were obtained by reanalyzing data published by the Census Bureau or:.

resUlts reported by investigators using data collected by the Census

Bureau. Although the data for men in general condist largely of

distributions of men by educationand occupation, they provide a valuable'-',

perspettive on,wlio the Cow and-ctintrol. men are and how successful they'are

relative to other men in our

4
Subsamples 'Selected for Analysis

Most analyses are restricted to men meeting the.following criteria: (a)

they were not.studehts at the time of survey, (b) they reported An occupa-

tional title for their current or last job, (c) they were between the ages

19
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of 26 and 55, and (d) they had relevant test scores available (the SAT-V

for the control men and the Stanford-Binet IQ, Gray Oral Reading, Morrison-

McCall Spelling, and the Paragraph Meaning Subtest of the Stanford Achieve-

'cent Test for the Gow men). A few analytes include men in the 16-60 age

range, although ihe men-in this wider age group who met the three other

criteria actually ranged in age only from 18-59 for Gow men and 21-55 for

control men.

Restricting the subsamples to non-students aged 26 or older ensures that

most of the men have already embarked on their careers and are not merely

holding temporary jobs while they pursue education or training. Previoust

research has shown that hy their mid-twentie$ most men have completed their

education, and the,gross changes in job field and level. that characterize
.

younger mep have disappeared, the one significant trend which continues

into the later years being the movement of men into higher level sales and

management work (q9ttfredson & Brown, 1981). Job shifts also decrease

I

markedly by the late twenties (Byrne, 1975). The upper age limit of 55 was

used in most analyses primarily because no control men over aie 55 met the

other criteria.

The four criteria narrowed the temples to 339 and 406, respectively, for

Gow men'aged 26-55 and 16-60, and,to 387 and 416 for Gilman men aged 26-55

and 16-60: The Irs in the tables are sometimes-a bit lower hecause of

missing data for other, variables in the analyses.

Ae

_Defining, Severity of Reading Disability

As already described, the Gow men represent a population of poor readers

who are specifically reading disabled. list is, they'were youngsters of

20
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normal intelligence without major emotional or
behavioral problems and who

.had ample opportuniii to learn to read, but who still did not read at.a

level commensurate with their po4tial., Their handicap was related'spe- .

4,

cifically to reading ap-d related skills and did not reflect.the more gener-

.

. .

alized set of intellectual deficits that characterize"backward" readers

(e.g., Yule & Rutter, 1976). Dyslexia is a heterogeneous disorder with

s,

differing/causes and adsociated symi3toms (kutter, 1977). However, since-

.

we de'not bave .test results to create
subgroups, the Gow.men are treated

in this report as a single group.

çhe Goirmen are distinguiehed bere according to a measure of severity of

disability analogous tO Myklebust's 967) "Learning Quotient." These quo-

tients are ratiod'of tested or actual performance.to expected performance.

Actual reading performance is yeasured here using the Gray Oral Reading

Paragraphs Test (bray, 1956) anithe Morrisen-McCall Spelling Sdale (korri-

son & McCall, 1923). Grade equivelents.on these tests were transformed to

achievement ages. These,two particular tests were chosen becanse they were

available for most of the men and.because they represent the sorts.of prob-

.
lems with the,mechanics of eading and writing that typify,dyslexia. A,

single reading quotient wak also created by averaging the quotients from

the Gray Oral and Morriton-McCall tests, and a quotient foil' reading compre-

hension based on the Paragraph Meaning Suhtest of the Stanford.Achievement

Test (Kelly, Madden, Gardner, & Rudman, 1964) was'also created.

6

Expected achievement age, the denlinator of the quotients, was calcu-

.

lated,aa the average of chronologicil age,/age-fOr grade placement, and

mental age on tbe,Stanford-Binet, form LM. These three'ages were used

. ,

because they all affect either'the opportunity or readiness of youngsters
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to develop reaaing skills. A quotient of 1.00 would be expected on the

average for youngsters who aie reading upto their potential. Scores below

1.00 indicate that achievements are below expectntions. The'derivation and:

,
empirical validation of these quotients has been detailed elsewhere

(Finucci, Isaacs, Whitehouse, & Childs, 1482).

Quotients were calculated for all men initially tested in the fall and

for all their later spring'retesiings. The quotients used iirthis study

are the latest quotients avnilable for each man, whether they were froM the

initial, 1-year, 2-year, or 3-year tests, (A small proportion of men tied'

4th,-year or later testsq but data were gat,hered only for the first three

years of tests.)'Tbus, the reading quqtients used here are essentially

4.

measures of disability after treatment. The lietest available measure is

the most appropriate one. here.beeause it is closest in time to the men s

entry into college and the labor force. Initial average reading 4uotiints

are correlated .83 with last ayerage reading quotients in the subsample of

men aged 26-55* but the last quoeient is somewhat more strongiy related-to

the men's'later educational degree level (r = .18 vs. .11) and occupatisnai

-

prestige (r = .15,vs. .97). Both initial anS lsst quotients are uncorre-

lated with IQ (r's = .01 and -.02).

For some of the analyses, the Gow men, were divided into three severity

groups: high.disability (reading quotients less than or equal to w80),

mild disability (quotients .81 to 1.00)., and,no disability (quotients'

greater than 1.01). Approximately 55%, 43%, and ,21; of the men with test

scores fell into' the three respective severity groups; three-quarters of

the mild disability group fell within the 431 - .90 range! As noted

before, three-quarters of_the men were classified as highly disabled at

22
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initial testing, a difference from the 55% figure aE last testing that,is

1

consistent-with a mean tise in reading quotients from .73 to .79 beeween

initial and last tests.

Because some investigators have used age ot grade level alone to measure

the reading performance that would be expected of anorrhal child; age and

grade level are among the alternative definitions of expected performance

that are used in one table to characterize the reading handicaps of the Gow'

men. Aa noted earlier, most
analyses reported here are based on expecte-

tions Calculated from the average of chronological age, age for-grade

level; and mental age.

- The Gow men were not retes,ted as adults, buC they were asked in the

questionnaireto rate their own spelling abilities. The relation of Chamr-----

-ielf-ratings to the reading quotients and the adequacy of the,latter tor--

characterizini.the Gow alen as adults are explored below.

It was ,assuded that men
in_the control sample are no more likely to suf-

fer a specific reading
disability than men in the.general populatinn. The

control men were, however, asked to rate their spelling-abilities and tjlis

provides some basis of comparison with the Gow ten.

Measuring Occupational Outconles and Requirements

-

Respondents were asked essentially Che same set.of questions that the

U. S. Censua Wureau has asked since 197b to determine the occupation and

industry ot respondents (see questions B2-B6 in Appendices A and B). A

single qUestion was used to obtain father's occupation.

Outcomes. Two of the most "commonly used measures qf occupational suc-,

23
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cess e income and occupat' dal prestige. Occupational prestige or

socioe onomic statue scal are based on ratingi by the general public of

the ge eral desirab:ility f jks (e.g., see Duncan, 1961). 'Ther is

remark ble consensus on restige rankings among all groups in society (see

-

Gottfr dson, 1981, for-a review) an these scales areilighly correlated

with t e incomes and eductional leve s of workers in those jobs, as was

discussed above. A third konnnon way of characterizing jobs is to classify

them according to the widelr,recognized major categories in the'Census

Bureau's 1970 occupational classification (professional, technical, and

kindred workersl managerial workers; sales workers; etc.)., which are them-

selves often cambined into the even broader categories of white collar,

blue_pollarand farm. All, three methods dr6 used here', not only becaUse

investigators may be-familiar with one but not the others, but also because

they provide samewhat differen erspectives on occupational success as was

evident in Teble 2.

4

The first step was to classify the occupations reported by the Gow and

control men according to their kodgs in the Census'Bureau's 1970 detailed-

' 440-category occupational c4ssificaion fU. S. Bureau of the Census,,

/11971a, 1971b). Tgmme's (105) estimates'of Occupational prestige, which

are available according'to 1970 ceasus code, were then asagned to the

men's-occupations. (Theie coaes are also available,in Gattfredson & Brown,
.0

1978). Respondent's were not asked their incomes, Sotti' usual income in

their occupation was assigned from'census data on the median 19.69 earnings

of the'male experienced civilian labor.force in these specific occapations

(U. S. Bureau-of the Census, 1973, Table 24), This,income meastike should

be considered only a very rough_estimate of the men's incomes because

incomes may vary considerably by job tenure, by specific job title, firm,

24
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or location in the country,.and by the performance level or the particular
,

also characterized according to the major
employee. Finally,.the men were

census group to which their occupations belong. Although the ceneu( groups

heterogeneous-iixtures of diIfe-

lawyerd, tech(ticiins, religious

. .

cgn be criticized beaause some are fairly

rent job levels and fields of work (e.g.,

workers, -and athletes are all classified as prbfessionals), most data for

the general population are available in this form and ibese cateiorie's are

still Oidely used in tudies of occdpativull mobility. These census occn-

pational categories are more oftenlused here than' art the prestige or

income measures because the former are more infortative in the context of

this study.

of-the-tables-ilia lude-onry-three-groups_of _oCcupat ions ;
prof es-

s iona ; manager/farmer, and salesman. Other groups "were usually excluded

becense so few respondents held jobs classified in ehese other grOups.

'.Althongh studies of occupations add careers seldom gronp.farmers with man-

.

agers, they were so grouped here because it appeared that these men would,

more appropriately be considered proprietors of (farm) .businesses than

occupants of the lower7level "other" jobs. In any case, only a small pro-
,

.
portion of mil of the Iroups of managere consisted of

agers. When the category "white collar or farmer" is

,all major census groups Xypically alassified as white

ferme.ts or farm man-
/ °

used, it refers to

collar (professional,
'

,

managerial, clerical, and sales) plus the farmers we have grouped together

with managers,
4

c

Both respondents and thier fathers' were classified in the same manner.
-

Because respondents were asked for more detailed descriptions of iheieown

jObs than'for their fathers',,finer distinctions for the former are some-

It
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times Made in ffie tables. ,
,

...:

The occupations listed refer t'o the respondent's current job or to his

e'

last job if not currently employed. In,the samples of men aged 26-55, 96%

----"-- .01.4. .

of the Gow men were.employed
(941 fulltime3 and 98%-"of the control men were

employed (95% fulltime).
. 1

.:

//7!".1

.

,
Occupational requirements.. It was hypothesized that Gow men would be

found in jobs with job dema nds different from those of, the control men. In

.order to measure-job calapetencies rgquired on the jobdthe tontrol men 'were*

*6*

asked the following question: "Imagine that you are giving advice to '

someone who is thinking of entering a iob like yours. How important is it

for-this-person to bave_each of the following"abilities and personality

traits in order to be good at the job?" They were'then asked to rate each
,

. 0

of 37 iteths on a 4-:cat Y scale ranging from "makes nd difference" fo "is

',critical for doing a good job." In other studies that have coipared'the

requirements of jobs, jobs have generally been charatterized according to

411P.

the frequenry of use or the level of skill typically emplo1Ved AcCor-

e'

mick, Jearineret,-Et Mecham, 1972; U. S. Department of Labor; 1977), but in

this study criticalness vf,the skill was considered most important. The,
reading activities'ast important tt ts are not necessarily Otose they

carry out mOstoften (Murphy, 1973, a cribed in Kirsch & Guthrie, .

1977-78). This is an_importani*distinction because, a reading dis ility

,

may not constitute a serious handicap if a high-level orfreque ly-used

\
reading skill is not particularly.,crucial to good job performance. Con- .

/ -'...-
\

./

versely, it,is not clear that reading demadds have to be frequent to be a

serious barrier to dyslexics.

26 -V )
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The 37 items were ,designed to tap _the major domains of job demands that

have been documented or proposed in the job analysis, human abiWies, and

sociological literatures (e4., see Dunnette, 1976). Intetiectual, inter-

gersonal, and psychomotor skills, as well as some.social attritutes or

resources, re represented. The items focus primarily on interpersonal and'

\,intellettual traits, however, beca se modt men 'were expected to report pro-

.- .

fessional or managerial jobs. The i ems are shown in Table 12. In the

interest of minimizing the retding demands of their questionnaire, Gov men

were lain a ked this question.
_

General educational development (GED) level is presenta in one table

because this measure is qften used by vocational and employment couhselors
d.%

ap a rough representation of the.educational level required-ey,jobs. GED

is an- estimate 'made by job analysts of the level of knowledge typically

provided by fofrmal educational curricula (U. S. Department of Labor,

1977).

Controlling for Social Class, Education, and

As noted earlier, IQ and social class backgroUnd are both rOpted to the

, types of.careers men pursue as adults.. Therefore, they must be ta)ten into
4

account when assessing how other factors such as dyslexia might affect edu-

cational.and career_cleyetisvment. And-as-apeei-fied-iirlintithesis 1, Ole'

oareers of dyslexic,men may differ from those of nq4.74isabled men even wfien

they have managed to attain the same level ofeducation... Thus, some,ana4,

lyses are performed separately formen of different educational levels.

Social class; IQ,-and education are measured as indicated below.

$

Social class. Social class or socioeconomic status is most often .

.27
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assessed"by measuring income, occupation, education, or same combination of

these variables. Three measures are used here to characterize the current

social status of both the respondents hnd their fathers: the income typi-

cal of their occupations, the prestige or status of their occupations; and

the major census group to which their occupaVons are classified. One or

more of these social status measures ilOused depending on the purpose of
. .

the analysis being done.

The social class background from which one originates is Usually mea-

sured by examining the social status of one's parents, usually the father.

Therefore, the measures of father's own-social status used here are also .

used to indicate the social class background of the respondents. Although ,

father's education is a frequgntly used indicator of social status, it was

not used because dyslexia is familial,(DeFries & Decker, 1982; Finucci,

Guthrie, Childs, Abbey, & Childs, 1976), meaning that more Gow than control

fathers would themselves be reading disabled. It was assumed that any such

reading disabilities would have been a greater handicapt6 the educational

attainilent than to the career advancement Sf fathers, meaning that a

father's.education would underestimate his Own eocial class as deteTined

by his occupation and, therefore, also the sOcial class:background of his

Education. The men were asked to report-what degrees they)ad obtained
. ,

...and the responses were caterrized as follows: GED or no degree, high

school diploma, technical school diplOma, AA degree, 3-year degree, BA or

BS degree, Mastgr's degreelaw .degree, or doctorate. For most of the ana-
.

((,
lyses, men were grouped into 4 categoriei: less than high sihool iploma,:,

/

high, school diploma only, BA only, and more than BA. ;Many of'the men cate-

28
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,gorized as having a "high school diploma only" actpaily have some college

but no degree (Childs et al., Note 3).

Stanford-Binet scores were,used to measure the IQs of the Goi men.

This test is orally and individually administered and so presumabll rem-

sents fairly well' the general
intellecival ability of people who have read-,

ing'problems: The mean IQ Of the two'Gow age subsamples is 118, with a

standard deviation of about 9.4 Although about one standard'deViation

above the average for high séhool students, this high mean 18 not.surpris-

ing considering the
socioeconomic status of the families of the Gow men,and

the fact that SES is correlated with IQ in the general population.

IQ stores had to beestimated for the conerol men from their scorei on,

the Verbal subtest of the SAT. the transformation was`based on estimates

ofthe distribution of 12th graders op these two tests. The mein and stall-.

dard deviation used for the Stanford-Binet were 105 and 15.and those for°

the SiT-V weie 390 and 132 (*Jensen, 1970: The mein and standard deViation

' -

of the control men.on'the SAT-V were, respectively, 585 mid 88. Themean

-

e4imated IQ score was 127 with a standard deviatien of 'about 10.2. !This

very high average, which'is olond a htlf standard.deviations above aver-

age, is not unreasonable. Rawson.(1968) found) for example, that her popu-

lation of private school boys
front-similarly 'high social class backgrounds

-

averaged 131 on the Stanford-Binet.
Furthermore,the mean IQ 'of Phos is ,

about 130 (Cronbaob,-19O0 p. 174) versus 115 to 120 for college un

4#1ife (Cronbach, 1960,p. 174; Plant & Richardson, 1958), and over half of

the control men did obtain some sort a graduate degree. Because of their

usefulness butintcertain validity, the IQ estimates for the control men are

used in some of the following analyses but they are not central ti; any.

2 9

I

.
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The general plan of analysis is as follows. The first analysisdooks at

just how disabled the Gow men are according t o different measures. t also

deals With the question of, whether adolescent scores can be used to charac-.

terize the, men as disabled in adulthood. The second analysis Ocaminds how

well the Gilmadalumni function,as a control forthe Gow men. It addition,

it explores to what extent the types of men attending the'two schools may

have changed over the decades. If there has been substantial change:age

'cohorts might have to pe analyzed separately or extra care be taken in

interpretiq. results. This second analysis also provides i gawp of how'

successful the Gow men are according to several criteria when they are com-

pared to their fathers and 6 the Control_ men. The third set ofanalyses

tests the first hypothesis by comparing the.occupational distributions of

Gow men to those of the control men and to men in general. Overall distri-

butions are examined first and then men from different social backgrounds

, and with different levels of education are considered separately. The

fourth set of analyses tests the second hypothesis by examining the effects

of different aegrees of disability on the occupations held by the Gow men:

Occupational distributions are examined separately for mildly-'and highly-

disabled dow men', controlling for sOcial background and education. Then a

path analysis is performed which assesses the importance of dyslexia rela-

tive to other predictors (such as IQ, social background, and high school

grades) in determining whether, men enter professional rather than manager-
.

ial work. Finally, the last analysis tests the third hypothesis by examin-

ing.how critical reading, writing, and other job skills are in different

kinds of Work.

3v
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Strenxths. taiti Limitations

.This study overcomes some of the major defects that have plagued previ-

ous'follow-ups of the reading disabled. Even the smaller subsamples of

reading disabled.men.used here areklarge; with.about 400 cases, they are

almost ten times as large as most previous studies (e.i., see Schonhaut and

Satz's review, inWess). The sample also represents a particular type of .

reading handicap, a:specific reading disability, whereas falow-uld studies

sometimes have failed to make clear whether their subjects, or what propor-

tion of them, are poor readers because of generalized'intellectual deficits

(backward readers), emotional problems, or specifically linguistic deficits

(e.g., Preston & Yarington, 1967), groups which may require very different

treatment.and have different prognoses (e.g., Yule, 1973). .In iadition,

this study distinguishes between highly-,and mildly-diSabled men, men whose

prognoses may also beluite different.

Another'atrength of this study is its use of a control group: Although

_this control group is not as comparable to the Gow sample as one might

wish, it is large and represents approximately the same segment of society

asthat from which the Gow men were drawn.% Comparing both these groups to.

the g neral population provides a good idea-of just how different.or simi-

lar e two groups are in yarious ways and.puts their aifferences in social

'background and occupational achievement into broader perspective.

Adult achievarients of poor readers have varied widely,from study to

Study but, as Schonhaut and Satz (iin.press; see also Frrjanic ePenick,

1972) have noted, this may ae to a large extent the result of who was stu-'

died. For example, Rawson (1968) found that ieading disabled men were very

successful whereas ROwden (1967;itidescribed in.Rerjanic & Penick, 1972)
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did not. However, men in the former study were of very%igh IQ and social

ci68s whereas men in the latter were not, whiPti on this basis alone would

lead one to predict large differences in outcomes. Although the Gow and

control men are both of fairly high IQ and social class, this study still

examines variations by social class and, a$ best possible, IQ.

This study focuses on only one adult outcome, occupation, but that out-

%

came is examined with several indices. In addition tp characterizing'occu-

pational outcomes according to the success they represent, information

'about the skills actually required bijobs in which the reading disabled

are over-' or underrepresented provides same clues about how One can compen-
.

sate fbr a reading disability.

, .
Aen need to be followed u, p at least until their late twenties, and pref-

erably 'info middle age, in order to set a good idea.of what careers they
-

will be following, but few follow-up studies have done pc) (Schonhaut &

-2

Satz,, in press). In contrast; this study0Tollows many of the men in both

4

the Gow and control groups into their middle to,preretirement years.

Is

One limitation ofthe study is that.very litile information is available

about what happened to the men between-the high school period-for which

they have extensive school records aild the year inyhich they responded to'

the questionnaire. Job histories, family events and resources, and strate-

gies for coping with.their disability were not examined. This information

.r

would be useful for better explaining the outcomes the men report. ,In

'addition, the men were not.retested as adults, so the extent of their read-

ing handicap at the time of follow-up cannot be measured. For the study of

caieers however, this is:iess a limitation than it might seem because

career trajectories'are often-set early in life and so the severity of han-

32..
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dicap at the start of,one's educational and occupational careera 4.9 probe-
,

4

bly more important than degree of handic ap later in life.

Result

How disabled are the Gov men?

."- The disability levels'of the Gow men are described in several ways-in

Table 3. The top panel of Table 3 shows*actual versus eXpected mean grade

levels for three tests (the first two of which have been averaged to obtain

'the average reading siores used in later analyses): Gray Oral Reading,

Morrison-McCall Spelling, and Paragraph Meaning. the secofid'panel shows

how many grades behind the men were in actual performance compared to what

would normally have been expected of them according to four different

criteria. The bottom panel shows average reading deficits as measured by

the reading quotients. The quotients provide a measure which is comparable

4.
across age and grade levels, an advantage not shared by the absolute mea-

sures of deficit shown in the second panel. However, it is useful to show

V.%

absolute deficits iii g;ade equivalents so that investigators may_compare

the Gow.men to other populations for whom grade equivalents bave been used

and also to get an idea of how far behind the average student these men

were l'Aen they left the Gow School.

Insert Table 3 About Here

The men left Gow in various grades,,so their last test scores are avai-

lable from different grades. The most common grades for last test icores

were 10-12, with a few men staying for an'extra year (shown here as Gtade

/3). Results are shown separately by the grade in which the lait test

33
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'score was obtained because the same absolute deficit levels have a

diffvent meaning at,different gradelevels. Given the same degree of

relativevhandicap as measured by the quotients), Y oungsters tend to

fall further and further behind grad4 level as they grow older, meaning

that a 2-year deficit in grade 12 represents a less severe handicap than a

2-year deficit in trade 9.

Looking first at the absolute deficits.in the second panel, Table 3

shows that the Gow Men were behind grade level on the average, often quite

far behind by late.high school. Non-dysle*ic youngsters of similarly high

mean IQ would be above grade level. Expectations based on actual grade
A

pfacement probably underestimate these men's deficits because they were

somewhat retarded in grade placement for their Fge. But even with this

lower-bound measuie of expected performance, the men in grades 9-12 were

from 1 to 2-grades behind in oral reading and 2.to 4 grades behind in

spelling, with men in the upper grades showing the bigger deficits. The
,t404fr'

men were closer to expected grade level in paragraph meaning. A

Basing expectations on mental age alone provides the rargest estimate of

reading deficits, ranging from 5 to 6 years for reading or 6 to 7 years for

spelling in grades 9-12. These are probably overestimates because, even

thoUgh students might theoretically be expected to reaCh an achievement

level commensurate with their mental age, students above average in intel-

ligence are generally not exposed in school to he opportunity to do so

because material is usually geared to the more average student. Doing the

mqre moderate estimate based on the average of 'age for grade, chronological

age, and mental age, the men still appear clearly handicappea, with their

absolute deficits generally ranging from 3 to/5 years for both spelling and
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4

reading in grades 9-12. The men appeared-less handicapped in rea4ing

comprehension as measured by the
Paragraph.Meaning'Subtest, but'even here .

deficits ranged from 1 to 3 years for grades 9-12.
4

It should be noted, however, that the Gow men are literate by most defi-
.

-

nitions (e.g., see Harman, 1970) and that they can read if what many people

would consider acceptable levels. ConsTder, for example,, that the Axmy has

set goals ranging free 5.0 to 7.0 grade equivalente for its remedial read-

ing programs (Sticht, 1975, Chapter 8) and that the aVerage reading level

for the total Army population is only 9.0 giade equivalente (Sticht, 1975,

Chapter 10). By grade 10 the Gow men have on the average already reached

.
this latter level of proficiency.

The bottom panel shows reading quotients, the relative measures of dis-
.

ability, based on three types of-expectations. These three types of quo-

.

tients are very highly correlated, the first'two types (based on chronolo-

gical ige alone and mental age alone) bqh being correlated .94 or above'

with the third'(based on the average qf chronological age, mental age, and

age for grade), but they vary in the severity levels they portray. FO.C1.18-

ing on the most realistic quotient, the third one, we see that-the men

iveraged .83 on reading; .76 on spelling, and .89 on paragraph meaning.

Using Myklebust's (1967) suggested cutoff.of .89 for defining a disability,

the men are clearly disabled on the average in oral reading and apelling,

common indiCators of dyslexia. 'The men appear tà be borderline on the corn-

prehension' test.

Although clearly, disabled as high school students, were the Gow men also

disabled as adults? One might argue that the reading disabilities.may haye .

disappeared by the time of tke follow-up_ior many men and so the follow-up
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aata are not very useful for determining the adult consequences, of dysle-

xia. Although retest data are not available, tlikK"is ample justification

to rely on the early scores, perhaps more so than on scores obtained in

adulthood. As already.noted, the course of a miter- career is tYpically set

during his twenties and.depends to a great degree,on his earlier educe-

tional attainment; Even if a maa were -to overcome his reading disability

in adulthood, it would usually be difficult for him to pursue further edu-

cation or a different'career. Furthermore, data on the,persistence of,

reading disabilities are consistent in showing that they are fairly intrac-

table (Trites & Fiedoroificz, 1976; Spreen, 1982), ana even that backward

readers make better progresa than more intelligentliounisters who are spe-

cifically reading retarded (Yule, 1973). Even though many dyslexics

improve their skills and became "accePtable readers% they usually still

.fall far shori of attaining the skills that would otherwise be eicpbctea of

them. This is reflected by the fact that average improvements among the

Cow men during their tenure at' 'the Gov School were quite modest, as men-

tioned earlier.

But these arguments aside, there are some data supporting the notion

that the Gow men are still disabled in.adulthood. Self-rated spelling '

ability in the aged 16-60 subsample correlates .41, .54, and .52, respec-
-

tively, with high school quotients for oral'reading, spelling', and-the

average of re/Wing and spelling. Table 4 shows that almost half of all Cow

men rated themselves as below average spellers, and two-thirds of those who

were highly disabled in high school did so. In.contrast, 61% of the con-
.

trol men rated themselves above average. In terms of self-perceptions,

then, there are striking differences in adult abilities between the ini-

tially highly disabled, the initially mildly disabled, and the control men,
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presumably few of whom are disabled.

Insert Table 4e About Here

Are 1131 Gov and control m comparable., and Au different ige cohorts`com-

Parable?

Table 5 provides answers to these two questions as well.as providing a'

general.description of the personal.characteristica, schooling, and occupa-

lions of different age cohorts. Hen between the ages of 16 and 60 were

grouped into four 10-year and one five-year age groups. Age groups were

'used (rather than groups defined by birth year'or year of high,school grad-

uation,Ior example) for purposes,of comparison with similarly organized

data froi other studies of careers.

Insert Table 5_About Here .

The table preients means and percentages for selected chXracteristics

for each of the age groups as,well is for all men in the age ranges'of

26-55 and 16-60.\ The results.for men 26-55 are of more interest thanthose

for men 16-60 because the Gow and control men are more comparable if sam-

ples are restricted to this narrower age range. 'Accordingly, most of the

analyses reporied below focus on the 26-55 age group. F-fests. were done

for the Gow men and.then for the control men to determine whether or not
4

the age cohorts differ from one another, and the significance levels of

differences are shown separately for the age ranges 26-55 and 16-60.

Whether or not the Gow men differ significantly frau the control men was

deiermined.by T-tests. Once again, significance.levels of di,fferences are'
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shown separately for the'age ranges of 26-55 and 16-60.

The men in Table were born between the years 1920 and 1961. The old-
-%

est group graduated from high school around 1941 and the youngept.group.

around 1975. On'the average; the 26-55 year-olds had been out'of high

school,from 15-18.years by the time oi purvey, though this period ranged

from an average of 4 to 38 years for the youngeat versus the oldest.age

cohorts. Average age at follow-up was aboilt 35.- The control men were one

year older and had been out of high school about three-years ionger than

the Gow men. For men aged 26-55, these results indicate that Gow men were
IMO

' 'age 20 on the'average when they left high school whereas the control men

0

were age 18.

..

4

, Results are also shown for IQ, though they must be interpreted more'cau-

tiously. The conteol men averaged 9 IQ points higher than the Gow men, 127

versus 118.. The tests of significance inditate that there-are significant

differences not only between the two schools, but across the differene age

cohorts. For.both Gow and control men the 3 youngest cohorts had higher iQ

scores than the two older grodps.-

The Gow men entered Gow at age 15 and in grade 9, and they stayed 2.6

years on the average: (This does not mean that they advanced 2.6 grades

while at Gow bectruse some were held back one ,CIT more gradea.) The apparent

trend for earlier and younger entry to Gow over the yeare did bot reach die'

.05,1evel of significance. There were no significant differences across

the age cohorts in Gray Oral Readingmuotients, but the 3 younger cohorts

appear to have had somewhat greater deficits in spelling and paragraph com-

prehension than did the older cohorts.
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Table 5 shows that the fathers of different age.cohorts differed little,

if at all, meaning-thatthe type of father sending children to these

schools did not'ch!nmover-the year-S. However, theGow snd'conirol'
.

.

lathers differed from each other in sciMe respects. The Gow fathers held
.

lower-level jobs as measured according to'both Occupational prestige and.

-

geneFai educational development '(CED) level. The income usunity associated 2

with.their occupations-was the same, however. Almost all fathers held
. A

white colla; jobs or were farmers (uri few were farmers), bilt, theremere

considerably more ptofessionals among the gontrol fathers and more maeagers

among the Gow 'fathers.

Finally, Table 5 shows some characteristics of the respondent's current
A

or last occupation. he youngest cohort

had different sorts of jobs than did the

paying, requiring lower educational skil

of men, those aged 16-25; clearly

Older men--l6sTrestigious, lower
, -

ls, and less-often white collar

work. However, the three cohorts of men between'the ages;pf 26-55 held
..

essentially the same types of jobs. This was true of.both_the Gow and coli-

trol men.

Turning to comparisons between Gow and control men, we see that.their

jobs were quite 1dif.erent. Whereas control men held jobs of approximately

the same high level as did their fathers, e Gow men's jobs were less

.

.prestigious than those of their fathers (with prestige levels of aboUt 49
A

\
. 6 l.

versus-W, which were in turn somewhat lower level than those of the con-
..

.

trol fathers who hid an average prestige level of 63. Much the same pat-

not surprising
4 tern is found for GED level as far prestige, which is

because GED and prestige are.typically correlated over,.9. Like their

fathers, almost all the Control men (about 98%) were white collar workers
' 4

3 §
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but Gow men were less often (88%) found in such work.. FollOiiing:it

pattern ordifferences letween the two sets.of fathirs, fhe.0.0.**Aivwet

s
,more often managers but control men were more often'pro,f7t011,:lieat'l

cohorts.from 26-55. Whereas over halfAht coapoi'mep_werg
o /

I .

professionals, only one out of six Gow men were: :-'
.

;,.

,

of. the three

'Aro summarize cohort differences, if we restrict-our attentiOn to men.
. .

aged 26755, there are'no significant cohort differences,for either Gow or

,,

.control men in the prIfige, inferred income, or category of:the respon-
.

dent'syork. Both schools seem to'have admitted higker IQ sgudents begin- .

ning in the 1950's, but the socUleconoMic background from whiCh students

came remained thAame. The,Gow school also appear0/6 haVe Admitted men

somewhat more disab1e6in term oi spelling and comprehension in its more
40-

:

repent cohorts. Because of the stability in socioeconomic, bickgrounds and,

occupationAl'atteinments within the.26-55 age range, the analyses are res-c

tricted to this age ranke.and separate analyses by,cohori within this range

were deeied unnecessary,.

: (

,

/ * ,
.

School differences w re mdre striking. The men-differed not only in
.

.

occupations held,'but al o in'aQ and sociodconomic'background. The.only.
f

.+44

characteristics on whichthe Gow And control men did not clea5ly differ

were the_percentage of' fathers who were white collar workers and the' ugual
'

income of the

socioecomfic

tionaI attal

father's type of work. This would suggest that .both IQ and

itstus.must be taken into account when camparing.the occur/J.-

enti of Gow,men..to those of the control
for

.

.,

.- .

Accordingly.., for /ater analyses respondents were,..divided into groups,
4. .)c . . (

.

' according to their father's occupati n and separate Analyses usually per-
.

formed for each of the groups.

I

. ..,.

The.SES groups cofisisted of fathe s !>ho
.

$.

,

4 a
.

nr.
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were professionals, managers or farmers, salesmen, and "other" workers.

'

AlthougIt difthences.lin IQ between the twgaamples may be siztable,IQ

is excluded-from all further fables comparing Gow to control men because it

is not clear that the mean IQ difference yielded by the,transformation of

aplev,

pAT-4 scores to IQs is valn. One analysis is described, however, that

implies thatniny such IQ difference between the groups probably cannot

account for much of the difference in outcames between the Gow and control

men. In any case, IQ is independent of reading disability level among tht

Gow men, so any differences in outcomes within the*Gow sample that are

-associated with disability level cannot be ascribed to differences in IQ

among the Gow men. CorttlAtions of IQ with the measures of dyslexia--Gray
-

Oral Reading and Morrison-McCall-Spelling--are .01 and -.05. (The Para:-

graph Meaning quotient, however, is correlated .13 with IQ.) ,

4.

In addition to th4 known significant differencesibetween the Gow

control samples/there may be others whisblwere not measured. However, ttie

-

results do show that the control group is valuable for assessini the long-
, . '

term effects of dyslexia. The two..samples are more similar in social back-

ground and general abllity level to each pther than either ohe is to the..

general population, and to sonie extent the remaining, differences between

the gratips can he controlled..

Yq.e,

1P. 9

What jobs do Gow men hold andkik do they _compare to the jobas& other men?

We begin by examining the overall distribution of.the Gow men, control
,a

men,eand men in general ztioss different occupational.categories. The

importance of the respondent's education and social background (as measured
. .

by his father's Occupational category) are then examined to see to what

4

4 1
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extent thex*eiplain the observed differences,in employment for'the Gow.

versus other men.

Overall distribution. Table 6 shows the percentage of Gow and control

men (aged 16-60), of their:fathers, and of the white civilian males in the

labor force who are employed in each of the Census Bureau'i 12 major.

groups. The mean prestige levels cof the job titles in those groups are

a1sodhown in order to provide an idea of how desirable these grOups of

jobs tend to be in the eyes of the general public.

This table shows that the Gow men are found in professional occupations,

to about the same Axtent (16.7%) as men in general (15.0%); percentages in.

the faimer catelory are also similar (2.7% va. 3.0%), However, Gow men are

found four times as often in managerial Work (45.6% vs. 11-.9%), a category

of relatively high prestige. They are found twice as often in sales'work

(16.0%.vs. 7.3%). Gow men are less likely to be in clerical work add much

iess likely to be in blue collar work. Campared to met in general, then,

they bold their own in the very highest level of work, they do very well in

management and sales, but they are seldom found in the lower7level groups

fthose averaging 38 or lower in prestige) which employ two-thirds of white

men in general.

Insert Table 6 About Here

CoMpaing Gow men to the control men and to both sets of fathers, it

.4petir8 that Gow men are much less likely to bp in professional work and

much more likely to hold blue collar work such as crafts, transport opera-

tive "(e.g., truck driving), or service (e.g., bartending) jobs.

42
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The categories of Table 6.are broad, so it is useful to also look at

what specific occupations these men held. 1iis more specific information

,is useful not only for judging the ocCupational success of Gow men relative

to other men, but also to provide an idea of what specific jobs other dys-

lexic men might profitably pursue. Table 7 focuses on Gow and codtrol' men

agea 26-55 and on their fathers. The unweighted mean prestige of the occu-

patiOnal titles and the percentages of men in general who are imployed in
tf

these categories are also shown. (Table 6 included respondents at all ages

in order ,to provide samples most"comparable in age to men in general, who

are aged 16 and above, but Table 7 focuseS on respondents aged 26-55

because this provides a better comparison of Gow and control men. The dis-

tributions in Tables 6 and 7 are quite similar, although the former

inclUdes somewhat lower-level jobs as would be expected.)
0_

rnsert Table 7 Aboutjiere

Looking first at professionals, the most striking finding is.that the ,

control men and both.sets of fathers. are most often either lawyers or phy-.1

sicians: 24.8%, 17.6%, and 28.2%, respectively, of all control men; Gow
-

fathers, and control-fathers. In Contrast, only.1.2% Of Gow men are found

imthese categories, a rate which approximates that for the general white

mile population.

Engineers are more numerous among the fathers (about -6%) than among

their sons.(1.2% for Gow respondents and 3.1%-for,control men) and teaching

'at either the college or non-college level is a,iore important spurce of

employment (9.1%) for cOntrol men than for the three other groups of men'.
4

Gm men are-found clearly 'more often than the Aher three grouPi only in

43
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the techniciatt.category (the lowest level professional job listed in the
*

table) and in the .designer category (which is also a lower prestige job

among professionals). Although proportionately fewer Gow than control men

are teachers in non-college settings, school teaching.(2.1%) rivals techni-
,

cian (2.9%) as.a source of professional employment among Gow men. 'Overall,

the striking differende between the Gow and control men is the absence

among Gow men of a large overrepresentation compared to the general popula-

YR

tion in professional jobs requiring advanced degrees--law, medicine, and

college teaching.

Turning to the largest major category of work for Gow men--managerial

work--we see that Gow men are different.from the control men ln one major

way. Almost one-quarter of the Gow men list Ehemselves as viceitesidents,

11

presidents, or chief executive officers, which is over twice the rate for

control men. (Data.for this subcategory.are not aVailable for the fathers

or men in general.) OtherWise, employment the other managerial titleEi,

//is much the same or else relatively insignificant in all the groups.of men.

Gow men are as likely to be.employed as-bank officers, a relatively high-

level managerial job, as are the men in the three other groups Zpercentages

.ranging between 5.2 and'5.7), which is 8 to 9 times the rate for the gen-

eral white male population.

Within the sates group, Gow men are more likely to be sales representa-

tives than are control men, and their greater representation in the farmer

.categyry iq due.to their greater employment as farmers rather .than as farm

managers. The remaining 8 major groups (listed in Table 9 as "other").

employ 62.8% of.men in general, 14.2% of the Gow men, but less than' 4% of

the three other groups, testimony to the,unusualness of both the Gow and

4 4
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control populations,

Some of the differences between the Gow and other men shown in Tables 6

and 7 are impressive, but are they uneipected in light oi the other differ-.

ences already shown between these met?' We can say that Goy,men,are quite

successful as a group, though not as successful as the control men or their

fathers, but do differences in education or social background rather than

in reading disability explain these differences? The next tables address

this question.

101*

Controlling for education and social background. Tablle 8 provides soine

information about the relation of the respondents' education and-social

background (i.e., father's occupation) to the types sof jobs the respondents

hold. In this table respondents have been grouped according.to the occupa-

tional group of the father, and the distribution of jobs among the Gow and

control men have then been shown separately for respondents in each of

these father categories. This type of table has been common in intergener-

. .

ational mobility research to investigate What is often referred to as the
,

tendency of sons to "inherit" their fathers' occupations or ones similar.

The data for men in ganeral in Table 8 are from one of the classic occu-
,

pational mobility studies (Blau 6 Duncan, 1967) and consist of a very large

and.representative sample of the experienced male civilian labor force.

Those data are for 1962, so the total distribution of jobs shown at the

bottom 'of the table for-men in general resembles.the 1960 more than the

1970 labor force distribution (e.g., see Table 1). Comparable data were

not available for 1970 or later, but it is unlikely that later-data would

differ pnough to invalidate the conclusions reached here about differences

in employment among the three samples of men.
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Insert Table 8 About Here

The percentages of men obtaining a BA or higher and Of those obtaining

more than a BA are also shown in Table 8 for respondents from different

Social backgrounds.

Table 8 shows for all three samples of men that the jobs they get are

related to some extent to the jobs their fathers hold. For example, the

sons of professional men are more likely to get professional jobs them-

selves than are "the sons of managers, who are in turn more likely to get

professional jobs thin are,the sons of salesmen. The proportion of sons

who are managers increases when fathers are managers and the i'roportion o

sons who are salesmen increases when fathers are salesmen.

%

There are some notable differences among the Gow men, control men, and

men in general, however. Looking at the three social background groups, we

see that the Gow men are always less likely to be in prbfessional work and

more likely to be in management or sales than are the control men Dr men in
-

general. matter what the father's occupational group, Gow men are midst'

likely to become managers; this is not true of the, two other samples. If

professional jobs are considered the best jobs, Gow men do not do as well

as either.the control men or men in general when social background_is taken

into account. However, Gow men are more homogeneous in the jobs they hold

than are mpn in general of,comparable social background, so they also less

often hold the usually lower,level and blue collar "other" jobs.

The last two columns of Table 8 silow that the Gow men are not as highly

-educated as are the control men, which,could account film some of the dif-
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ferences in employment even when social background is taken into account.

But these data also suggest that controlling for education will not erase

the differences in employment between the two groups. The Gow men are

indeed less likely than cohtrol men to get BAs and they seldom get an MA or

higher, but the Gow men who are sons of professionals, managers, and sales-

men are.all equally likely to have BAs even though the types of jobs these

sons hold differ. There is a slight trend for control men to obtain higher

degrees the higher their father's occupational level, but the relation

between father's job and the type cd educational degree,obtained by the son

is not significant (p...,86 for Gow men; p=%08 for control men).

In more representative samples of men there is a moderate to strong

relation between father's occupation and son's education,iand the failure

to find such a relation in either the Gow or control samples probably

-results from the homogeneity of these two Samples. Both the Gow and con-

trol fathers presumably ire fairly homogeneous in their ability to provide

the environment and resources to enable their sons to pursue the best edu-

cation they can; all the respondents having,attended a private secondary

schOol is testimony to this. The presence of a wide range of reading di87

ability levels among GOw men of all.social backgrounds would also be likely

to overwhelm any small relation between their education and their social

'background.

Nevertheless, Table 8-does show large differences in the educational

levels of Gow versus control men. These educational differences.poten-

tially Could be responsible for.a substantial portion of the employment

differences because educational level is.related to the-jobs held by res-
.>

pondents. Table 9 controls explicitly for the educational.level of the

47



respondents and shows that, although they are reduced, differences in

'employment between the Gov and control men remain. This table shows the

distribution of respondents occupations according to both their fafhers'

occupational groups and their own educational levels. The additional com-

'parisons to be made with this table are limited becauserihe Gow men seldom

obtain more than a BA and the control men seldom obtain less than a BA..

Thus Gov-control comparisons are limited to the men with "BAs only-." The

numbers of most highly educated Gow men and of least educated control men

are too small to provide reliable results.

Insert Table 9 About Here

r

Looking first at differences between edUcational levels, it can be seen

that a BA is somewhat helpful to.Gow men i taming professional and in

avoiding "other" work, but the differences are significant only among men

with managerial fathers. Looking at the control men, an MA or higher

degree seems to just about eneure either a professional or a managerial

job,' but most likely thesformer, no matter what the man's social back-

ground. 'When men with "BAs only" are considered, Table 9 reveals that con-

trol men are employed more often than Gov men as professionals and less

often as managers or "other". workers no matter what the father's occupa-

tional group, though the differences are significant only for men with pro-

fessional fathers. In sum, it appears that if Gow men have a BA they are"

more likely to enter profetsional jobs than if they do not have one, but

the difference which can be attributed to increased education is 'considers-

bly smaller than that which is asiociated with being a control rather than

an 'equally highly educated Gow respondent. For example, the overall
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1,

increase in the professional category is from 11.1% to 16.0% for Gow men

with a BA rather than high school diploma, but the percentage for control

vs. Gow men with BAB is 31.4 vs:16.0.

Table 9 suggests that social background and education operate in the

same, but weaker, manner for Gow as for non-disabled men in influencing the

type of work they enter. But the pattern breaks down more for some grid*.

than others. In particular, the results suggest that the sons of profes-

sional men may be the most disadvantaged group relative to their non-disa-

bled peers. Expectations among such families are more often for advanced

degrees and professional work, both probably being particularly reading-in-

tensive programs as already hypothesized:

Although employment differences remain when education is controlled, the

differences in education between the Gow and control men are enormous and

account for much of the overall difference in employment: Approximately,
r,

half the Gow men have BAs, with only 8rhaving ohtained advanced degrees as

well. In contrast,14% of the control men have BAs and over half also have

advanced degrees. These echicational differences between the Gow and con-

!

trol men would not disappear, and probably, would not even be substantially

reduced, if we had bettei data with which/to control for IQ. No matter

whether the control men have IQs estimated eo be near 100 or near 140, that

is, no matter whether they havejthe lowest or highest IQs-ild their group,

over 90% of each IQ group gets BAs. None of the Gow IQ groups, even the

highest IQ Gow men, is as likely as any of these control groups to obtain a .

BA,.and only the Gow men with IQs between 130'and 140 even come 'near the

90% figure.

4a
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One final and more detailed analysis was done.showing that the SOw-con-

trol differences in type of employment remain even when only respondents

with fathers in the same specific occupations are considered. There were

substantial numhers of fathers in both samples-who were engineers, lawyers,

physicians, or managers n.e.c., so the education and occupations of their

sons were examined separately. The analysis for education showed that dif-

ferences between Gow an4 control men were not reduced when only sons of men

in eacti of these four occupations were compared (table not shown). For

example, most lawyers' and physicians' sons among the control men get

advanced degrees (61.12 and 71.4%) but the Gov sons seldom do (8.3% and

6.3%). In fact, more Gow men fail to complete high school (12.5% and.9.4%)

than get advanced degrees.

The ocóupations of these respondents were also examined (table net

shown). .The number of casea in each of the educational groups is typically

quite small, except for men with "BAs only" whose fathers were managers

n.e.c. (63 Gow, 47 control men). About rn of these Gow respondents were

professionals and 60% managers, versus 28% and 47%, respectively, for the

control men. The percentages for the other groups, though too small to be

reliable, are consistent with the conclusion that no matter what the men's

education or social background, Gow men are more often managers and less

often professionals than are comparable control men. .

Differences in employment were as hypothesized: dyslexic men are

employed more often as managers and less often as professionals thantare

non-dyslexic men. :This was true for men from all social backgrounds.

Controlling for social background does not\reduce the overall employment
.d

differences between Gow and control men mu h, but it reveals that men from'

,
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some social" backgrounds are more disadvantaged relative to their

non-disabled peers Specifically, Gowrcontrol differences in professional

employment are larger among sons,of professionals than among othei sons, so

it appears that dyslexia may represent a more severe disadvantage for the

normally more socially advantaged men. Gow-control differences in educa--

tion are striking, and when education as well as sotial background is cont-

rolled Gow-control employment differences are reduced considerably. Educa-'

tion is unrelated to social background within the twO samples, so the

pattern of larger differences for sons of professionals remains. It shoad

be noted, however, that the large differences in education limit the

employment comparisons that can even be made between the Gow and control

men. The Gow men seldom have advanced degrees and control men seldom have

less than a EA, so comparisons can only be made between the most educated

half of the Gow men and the least educated half of the control men.

The foregoing analyses, together with those of Childs et al. (Note 3),

_provide evidence that dyslexia is a,handicap to educational and occupa-

tional attainment, but several limitations of the analyses shouidbe noted.

N.

First, although iMportant determinants of occupational attainment such as

Itc;

age,,social. background and education were-controlled; other factors on

which the Gow and control men might differ were not. IQ has already been

mentioned as such a variable. Second, the analyses do not reveal how

dyslexia operates as a handicap. 'Some disadvantages associated with dysle-

xia may not be related much, if at all, with the severity of the reading

problem. The trauma of having a handicap, of having had.to struggle to

keep up with one's peers in a regular school setting, and of coming to

expect failure may affect all dyslexic youngsters in much the same way.,

The Gow boys would have been expected to read above grade level considering
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their above average Ns, but they in fact were often retarded,in graae

placentent and still were reading far behind their grade mates, no doubt a

distressing situation for high socioeconomic statds youngsters whose

parents tend to have high expectations for achievement-. Other effects of

dyslexia would be expected to In directly relateCto-theiseverity of the

reading handicap,.and the severely disabled boys would be expected to face

more obstacles than the mildly disabled ones in obtainine011ege degrees

and good jobs. Our data cannot say Anything about the first, issue but the

following section examines the second--the relation of attainment to sever-

ity of dyslexia.

To what extent are differences in occupation related to degree of speCific

reading disability?

Two different analyses are presented to assess the importance of sever-
.

ity of dyslexia relative to other advantages and disadvantages the men

face. The first examines the occupational distributions of the more- ver-

sus the less-disabled Gow men; controlling for education and social back-

ground. The second is A path analysis that-simultaneously examines the

relation of a variety of variables to education and occupation.

Occupational distributions of mildly- versus hikhly-disabled Gow men.

The 6ccupational distributions of mildly- and highly-disabled Gow men and

of the control'men are 'shown in Table 10. Results are shown separately fbr

men with BAs andlor men who werelligh school graduates only. These

results are also shown separately for men with professional and with banag-

erial fathers. The occupations of the highly-disab1,ed men do not differ

significantly from those of the less disabl7d Gow men no matter which sub-
.

group is considered, but the trend is consistent with earlier results. .
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1

Highly-disabled ien-Are em0loyed ltss often than mild14-disibled ones aS

professionals and mOre bften in II other" lobs,.and the G6c-control diffr-

ences are largest for mei with .BAs and whose,fathers are professionals,.

The mildly-disabled g3fouv are midway between the control and the highly-

disabledmen in the 0 tcentages who are professionals.

Insett Table 10 About' Here

Path analysis summarizinR the effects of severity of dyslexia and other
,

variables on attainment. The previous analyses suggest that, all else

ne awe-
equal, dyslexics are

disadvantaged relative to non-dyslexics, and

lysis indicated that
severely-disabled min are more handicapped t an are

mildly-disabled men. The following path analysis goes beyond th se ana-

lyses by (a) estimating how strong an effect different degrees o dysleitia

have on faucational and occupAtional attainments compared to:ot er determi-

nants of those outcomes and (b) illustrating the manner in whi h severity

of dyslexia exerts its effect.

The model which-was used in the analysis is'as follows. It was assumed

.1

that reading disability level (the average reading
quotient), IQ, age at

time of survey, and social background (father's type of work) are important

.attributes characterizing
respondents when they begin the educational and

7

occupational attainment process
(i.e.; they are the Oogenood or predeter-

'vaned variable's in the path model). These variables, or at least ome of

it
thentl arelurther assumed to affect the level of reading comprehension (as

measured by the Paragraph Meaning quotient) that men-develop. In turn,-.all

these previous variables potentially have an effect on the average grade

men earn at Gow, all of whiCh in.tup potentially exert influence oti he

4:1
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degrees nen eventually earn. Finally, type of job is assumed,to depend on

;

Oils earlier process. With th94e assumptions as a basis of analysis, a

series of Multiple regression analyses was done.0 estimate the size,. of the'

effects, if any, these variables h ve on later
.

attainment and the interven-

ing variab/es through weich they izay exert their influence. An dnalogous
. .

'1.1, , ' . .

analysis for.the control men WAS not possible because comparable data were
'.,

.
,

not available for reading ability; comprehension, or grAdes. ----..! '_
1

1---

The theoretical model, and the,reaUlts cd the analysis are ichematized in

Figure 1. The arrows indicate all "effects" which-have signi%:nt.regres-
.

_sion coefficients ncl the standardized regression coefficients (shown '

lative importance of-along the arrows) provide a rough indication of the r
4

different 2rior variables in determining later aspect of attainment. Only

D

men holding professional or managirial jobs (70% of th Gow ,men) ate

. ..

included in the analysis and the model is used to predict.whIch of than

.
,

navethe professional jobs. (Analyses were repeated fo the entire sample
. -,

to predict prolessional versus all other employment, and the results were.
A

the sam505. Childs et al,..,,Note 3, found that spelling bat not oral 'read-

ing--both components of the average reading quotient used here-7was related

to obtaining a tA, bui using the spelling quotient rather than'the average

reading quotient does not change the-xesultiPeithers) Means and atandard

deviations of ehe variables in the path model are given.in Table 11.

-+ 4
. P":

Insert Table 11 and Figure 1 About,Mere

Figure 1 indicates tbat b.9th IQ and ihe,aver
,

aiiing quotient (wilich '

, ,

are themselves uncorrelat d) are associated in xh Gow sample with rea inr--*
, .

comprehension (the latter b ing ,represented by the Parigraph Meaning q
'

54
)
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tient), but that age an4 haliing a professional father do not affect compre.T.

hentiOn. The asso4ation

regression coeffieient of

in DQ,(9.6 Feints in this

with IQ is relatiyely'amall; the standardized

,10 means that a one standtrd Oeviation increase

sample) results.in only a .10 standard deviation

.

-change in the qamprehension quotiant, which works out to be an increase of

only .01 (e.g., an increase from .86-to .81). The,affects of reading quo-
/ ,

tient level are_substantia1, however; a dhange of..10 ip the reading quo-

,

tit it associated with an increase of about half this much in the compre7

hension.quotient.

Turning to the prediction of grades, Figure 1 shows that IQ and compre-

hension ht've the largest direc t effects, with standardized coefficients Of

.31 and .29, respectively. The dyslexia measure still has a direct ef fect

of .23, as well as an indirect effect of .14 (i.e., .49 x .29) via its

effect on comprehension, reoltiWrin a total effedt of .37. The total

.4

effect for IQ i8,.34. -To illustrate these effects in a more meaningful

way, an advantage of .10,4 reading quOtient (say .81versus .75) trans-.

Aates into an advantage of 2 points on the usual 100-point grade scale

.
(e.g.,-22 versus 70). Just over a 101-point IQ advantage would have the

same effect. Although /Q and reading disability have approximately equal

and independent effects cin.high school grades.at Gow, they leave much vari7

ation unexplained (r2 .31). 'Older men also seem to have,earned'somewhat

higher grades in school. One possible explanation for this unexpected

finding is that grading stapdards may have become more" stringent over the

, years,

The results for educatibnal attainment are interesting 'because they

,

indica:te that dyslexia affects degree level attained primarily via its

OD
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effects on reading comprehension and then grades. High school grades

probably affect both inclination of men to apply for admisiion to col-

lege and the likelihood that they will be admitted if they apply. in addii,

tion, if grades in high school reflect the capacity and motivation to

obtain good grades in college, they are also likely to predict which Gow

men wilt actually complete the BA and to help predict which men will pursue

an advanced degree. Predicting educational degree in this sample, however,

essentially means predicting a BA versus'a high school diploma. IQ ha's i

smaller though significant effect on educational level, but the pattern of

effects is the same as for severity of dyslexia. The total effect of the

reading quotient via all its pathways to degree level is :23; the total

effect for IQ is .17. This means that an advantage of .10 in reading quo-

tient (say .85 versus .75) equals the effect of a 13-point advantage in IQ.

Translating this effect size into praciial terms is difficult, but it may

correspond to an increase of about a year of college.

About 24% of the variance in educational level is.explained by the

model. Although this is only about half as much variance as is sometimes

explained in more representitive samples of men (e.g., Sewell.& Hauser, ,

1975), 24% is quite respectable considering how homogeneous the men are in

-

both outcomes and predictors compared to men in general.

Figure 1 shoWs that predicting professional versus managerial work was

not very successful cr? = .09): Obtaining'higher levels of education and

having a professional father both slightly increased the likelihoodof res- 4

pondents holding a professional job; the'former is somewhat more important

with a standardized coefficient of ,16 yersus .11 for the,social background

measure. It is important, however, to recalrthat the professional jobs
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Go.0 men hold are not the professionai jobs that come most readilylto mind

(iiwyer add physician) and which employ a quarter of the control men.

Instead,.they are jobs such as tethnician and school teacher that aeldcim

require advanced degrees, which is alsb the case for managerial and sales

jobs: In short, we'dannOt predict which Gow-iien enter high-level profes-

sional-jobs such as lawyer and physician because essentially none of them

do. Our path modei cannot predict which Gow men enter the low-level pro-
,

;

fessional jobs versus the managerial ones, perhaps because their academic

requirements do not differ verY thuch.

The path analysis'is cofisistent with the earlier findings that education

and social background have a significant effect on category of work among

v
the Gow men but that 'severity of dyslexia does not have a'significant ove-

.

,rall additional effect once educational level and social background are

controlled. The analysis shows, however, that dyslexia has a substantial'

effect on high schodl'grades, which in turn are quite important in deter-
.

mining educational level. The fact that degree of,dyslexia does not pred-
...

,

ict category of work ill perhaps somewhat misleading, because the lack of

-advanced degrees among Gow men (presumably due in large part to their

dyslexia) means they are,essentially excluded from what we usually think of

as professional wcri, law and medicine, wotk which employs Hilly one quar

ter of the control men.
f

The path analysis also indicates that the earlier tabless'that compare

Gow and control men may overestimate the educatibnal differences due to

dyslexia if the mean difference in ,I0 shown in Table 5 is valid. IQ was

not taked into account in those4earlier tables but it appears to be almost

%

'as-important as.severity of dyslexia in predicting educational attainment

5 '7
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4

among Gow men. Those earrier tables suggest, though, that only same

segments of the disabled population ate disadvantaged campared to their

nondisabled peers of comparable education, specifically, the sons of pro-

'fessional men who also have'a BA.

The Path analysis has some limitations that should be noted. Childs et

al. (Note 3) showed that effects of dyslexia as measured by reading

quotients are not linear. The Gow men who had the very lowest scores (quo-

tients (.61) had,a considerably lower probability of obtaining a BA than (

did any of the other groups who were more similar to each other in their

chances of:.obtaining a BA. Path analysis assumes allinear relation be,twev-'

predictors and:o4cames and so cannot document the special problems of such
. ,

men: The* scaling of the severity measure could be adjusted to reveal such'

differences,,, but this presupposes an understanding of the effects of dysle-

xia that we do not yet yossess. If there had been many such extremely

disabled men in the sample (they constituted only 4 of tile sample), the

r,

coefficients for our model would have indicated a larger average effect for

.dyslexia. The results shown in Figure 1 primarily reflect the experiences

of men with quotients betimen .70 and .90.

In addition, path analysis estimaies a,single set of coefficients for

the-model being used, even though subgroups within the sample might better

0

be characterized by different models. For example , thearlier bles sug-

gested that obtaining a BA instead of not obtaining one significantly
N

N .4
' . l .

- increased Cow men's chhnces of obtaining professional wciq among the sons

A ' ;,

of managers tut not among the sons of professionals (the latter being more

. .-
likely in bath cases to be professionals). Such aifierences,' which may be

, . .
,

of great practical importance, are averaged Out unless separatettodels are
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estimated for the two groups, something that is not possible given our case

size even if it were justified. Neither, of course, can the path analysis

say anything ailout which types of Gow men are mobt,handicapped,relative to

their non-disabled peers,. The earlier tables suggested, in particular,

that among men with.BAs (the only educati.onal group for which Cow-control

comparisons could be-made), the sons of professionals were more different

from their non-disabled peers than were the sons of managers.

Finally, it must be stressed that thistpath model is only a first
-

approximation of the process by which severity of dyslexia affects attain-

, 1r

ment. If the current path model is misspecified (i.e., if important varie-

r
bles have been omitted), the addition of these missini variables would

. ,

change the size and pattern of estiniated effects to some extent. But these

cdVeats aside, the path analysis provides some clues to just how it is that

severity of dyslexia affects attainment and how impdrtant it may or may not

be compared to other factors such as IQ .and social background which also

affect'at,tainment.

Are requirements for reading, and writings skills higher in occupations in'

which:dyslexic men are'underrepreaented?

. .

Previous tables showed,that Gow men tend to enter jobs requiring lest

;education than those orcontrol men.. But do the jobs in which they ire

underrepresented-actually require more reading and writing skills on the

job? If not,,-then dyslexic men might be able to satisfactorily perform

most any job if they can ipmehov:overcome the educational barriers to

entering them. If thoselijobs do in fact have higher demands for reading'

, .

skills, however, it may be unrealistic to train for thear,unjess one can

compensate for, on-the-job demands as well as for educaiional requirements.

59 -.)*
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Compensatinifor ow...thejob reading demands may be more difficult than

obtaining the necessary education or ,training. It may often be Tossible io

obtain a BA or advanced degree despite dyslexia if one persists long

enough, takes a light course load, studies at a nonselective school,

chooses an easy major, enlists special help, or compensates in other ways.

The importance of school grades, which are only partly:related to dyslexia

or IQ, is co datent with this and so are the results of Childs et'al.

(Note 3) who showed that Gow m n take longer to get their degrees and they

attend less selective coll ges. In addition, colleges'are indreasingly

making efforts to help t e dyslexic student (Winslow, 1982). But employers

buy services from workers, not'the reverse as is the case with education,

and they expect workers to perform their jobs in an adequate, timely manner

without excessive useaof organizational resources. Furthermore, even if a

dyalexic Man is willing to work extremefy hard to obtain a BA or advanced

degree, and even if) his wife or,family is willing to devote the large

amount of time it often requires of them too to help him succeed in school,

neither the man nor his family may be able to contemplate similar rigors

throughout his entire career.

Table 12 suggests that there are indeed substantial differences in on

thejob requirementa for reading and writing skills. This table shows the,

percentages of men whosay-that each of 37 jobrelated abilities or traits

is criticalfor doing their jobs well. The data were gathered from control

men only and so represent the job demands experienced by nondisabled men.

Although some.disabled men may be able to compensate on the job for abili

ties they lack, these data at least indicate whia jobs would demand the

greatest effort at compensation. Results are shown separately forothree

major groups or occupations: professionals, managers, and salesmen.

60 e".
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Around 14% of the Gow men are in other sorts of jobs, but data are not

available for those other jobs because all but,a few control men were in

one of the three former groups. Results are also shown for four specific

occupations frequently held by tfie control men lawyer, physician, high-

level managers (vice presidents, presidents, and chief executive officers),

and miscellaneous managers (managers n.e.c., excluding vice'presidents,

presidents, and CEOs). The 37 job-related demands are liated in descending

order according to the percentage of professional men who responded that

they are critical for good job performance. All abilities or traits whith

Ire considered critical by at least 40% of the men in the major occupa-

e tional groups are underlined; for specific occupations, items'alarked by at

least 50% of the men are underlined.
Oe

a

Insert Table 12 About Here

Getting information and giving. information alrough talking and having

integrity are cited as critical by most men in sll job categories listed in

Table 12, but this is nOt true of eny of the 34 other,job demands. Looking

first at the three general job categories, the major differentes between

the groups are as hypoehesized. Getting information by reading is the

fourth most important job demand made by professional jobs,' with 61% of the

control men rating it as critical., Reading is rated as critical by only .

about a third of the managers or saleamen. Reading ties for 13th place in

importance among salesmen anf. 18th place among managers. Among managers,

reading is less often critical than are non-academic skills such as taking
4

initiative and responsibility, being persuasive, and representing their
*.

companies well to the public. Giving information by writing reports,
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memos, etc. is less critical than is rea ing, but it is characterized by

the same pattern. About 42% of the professionals,.but 1nly 29% of the man-

agers and 19% of the salesmen say it is critical. Having a higher degree

or credential is cited by 45% of tile professionals but by only 3% of the

%managers and none of the salesmen. it

As might be expected, the managerial jobs require more managerial, skills

than do either professional or salegjobs; the former must spot and tackle

problems quickly, take initiative and responsibility, and evaluate, discip-

rine ,. and praise others. Both managers and salesmen, but particulafly the

latter, must be persuasive and motivating. The distinctive demands of

salesmen are to be campetitive and represent their companies well to the

public. On the average, then, reading, writing, and educational creden-

tials are more critical for good job performance for professionals than for

managers or salesmen. On the other hand, non-academic bUt not neCessarily

low-level skills such as taking initiative or being campetitive or persua-

sive are more critical in the more entrepreneurial work.

Looking at the four specific occupations, ihe demands on- lawyers and

physicians are much the same, but writing is mote critical for Jawyers, and

physicians require more dedication and conscientiousness, planning, spot-

ting and tacng problems quickly, . making decisions quickly, and concen-

trating in distracting and stressful situations. Beading, writing, and

educational credentials are clearly more important in these tiqo jobs than

they are for the two types of managers. Even fewer of the FP/president/CEO

managers than of the.other managers cite these attributes as critical. For

example, oily one quarter of the control men who are in the former type of

job say that reading for information is critical. That compares to 77% of

62
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the lawyers and-tO% of the physicians.' The finding that the

VP/president/CEO group is less"likely than other managers to find reading,

writing, and education cri:tical is interestIng because a greater proportion

of the Gow thin control managers are in this* former category. Almost one

.

quarter of the Gow sample held this type of work. \The two sets of manager-

ial jobs also tend to differ in their other reqUirepTents.. it is more

important for die VP/president/CEO group to be persuasive and motivating

and to evaluate, discipline, and praise others, whereas being analytical,

dedicated and conscientious, and coordinating and scheduling activities are

more critical for the other managers.

Conclusions

The data used in this report provide a valuable glimpse ok the adult

status of dyslexic men. Several hundred men,who were dyslexic as high

school students and for whom considerable early test data are available

were surveyed as adults. Their occupations were then compared to those of

a control group and to some extent also to the jobs of men in the general

U.S. population. Data on social background,

degree level, and intelligence, as welt as on

educational performance,

severity of reading disabil-

ity.itself, allowed an assessment of the-degree to which dyslexia affects

man's occupational success. The data do not show how dyslexic men deal

with their handicap, but the data do provide some clues.

a

The following pages review the major findings oE the study and draw some

çj implications for the vocatiohal counseling of dyslexic youngsters.

Dyslexia and Occupational Success

(1) The Gow men were.quite successful on the average, more successful than

63
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the average man. Over 80% had white collar lobs and over 60% were in the

two highest of the 12 census categories, that.is, 60% were professionals or

managers.'

(2) Their jobs were not as high level on the average, however, as those of

their fathers or oi the control men. Both The latter groups were two to

three times as likely to be in.professional work as were the Gow men.

(3) When Gow men are professionals, they are rarely lawyers or physicians,

the two professional jobs which ar# most common among both their fathers

and the control men. Gow professionals are most often school teachers or

technicians, jobs which usually do not require advanced degrees.

(4) When Gow men are managers, they are more often vice presidents, presi-

dents, or chief executive officers than are the'control mem Many of these

men are Proprietors of mall businesses (e.g.', in real'estate, construc;/5/

tion, re il, and service), but others are officers of larger companies.

Other data indicate that two-thirds of Ihese men own, or share ownership

in, the businesses they help run; 20% started the'business on their awn.

To some extent, then, it may be more appropriate to say that Gow men

achieve their success through a different route than do control men than to

say they are less successful because they are less often in prOfessional

jobs requiring advanvd degrees. As noted earlier, managerial and sales

work can pay quite well even though it is not automatically accorded the

high prestige of many professional jobs. However, we do not have any data

on the earnings of either the Gow or control men so we courd not compare

their incomes.

(5) Gow men obtain considerably less education than do'the control men.
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Cow men about equally often have only a high school diploma as they do a,.

BA. Few have advanced degrees. This is in contrast to the control men who

almost always have BAs and about half of whom have. HAs or higher degrees..

Some of this.educational difference can be attributed to dyslexia. .Some,

however, can probably be traced to IQ differences because there are data to

suggest that the control men have hiiher IQs. It is doubtful that 'the

apparent IQ differences could explain all the Cowcontrol differences in

education and occupation, though, because among the Cow men themselves IQ

and severity of dyslexia are unrelated, meaning that severity of dyslexia

has an independent effect on attainments. Furthermore, the severity mea

sure does not even tap the handicaps such as lowered self esteem which

dyslexia may hnpose regardless of the actual severity of the.reading dis

ability.

(6) These differences in education are associated with much'of the differ
.

ence in occupations between the 'Cow and control men. However, the analyses

provide no way to distinguish between alternative explanations for the

association. Gow men may fail to get the higher education often'required

for professional work and so have.no option but to enter less educationin=

tensive types of work suchas management. On the other hand, many Gow men

may for a variety of reasons prefer and plan for managerial careers and

therefore not pursue more educat,ion than necessary for those careers, which

is often not even a college degree. Planning for managerial work would

clearly be a way to pursue kgood job while avoiding muCh education.

Childs et al. (Note 3) do show thnt a much higher percentage of the Gow

than the control men with BAs majored in'business.,

(7) 'Dyslexia appears to influence educational level by affecting reading
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comprehension and,grades obtained in schbol.

(8) Much variation in educational performance and degree level among the

Gow men themselves is not explained;by dyslexia. IQ is almost as important

as is reading disability level in determining educational outcomes. Other

factors not measured, such as persistence and self confidence, might 6e

presumed important as well. '

Implications for Vocational Counseling

The following information should be useful to counselors, teachers, and

parents in helping dyslexic youngsters. It should also help dyslexic

youngsters themselves maintain or develop the self confidence, goals, and

skills to succeed in their careers.,

(1) Dsylexic men can be very successful, particularly if they have in

their favortfactors such as high intelligence and advantaged social back-

grounds. An intensive and long-term treatment program such as that pro-
.

vided by the Gow School is no doubt an adVaniage as well, because the read-

ing quotients of the Gow students did improve somewhat while they Were at

the school. An'important question, however, is what happens tomen who do .

mot have.all, or.perhaps any, of such advantages, because dyslexia is

indeed a handicap. It should also be remembereCthat, although the Gow men

were generally reading far below their expected potential, they were still

literate by most definitions and read as well as the general population on
, -

the average, that is, at about the 9th Or lOth grade level when they left

Gow.

(2) Some jobs are better bets for dyslexics because they require,less edu-

)

. .

cation for the.rewards they pr
i
vide. Management and sales jobs can provide

,
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ihcomes comparable to those of professional ones, but they often have lower

educational requirements. /

/

(3). Some jobs are better bets for dyslexics because hOnacademic skills

/

are relatively more' important than are reading and wr iting on the job.J
*

Once again, among the highlevel jobs, these tend be the managerial and

sales rather thanthe professionalAobs.
/

/

(4) Some Gow men do become lawyers or physicians, occupations quite common

among their fathers and nondyslexic peers,/ut these occupations appear to

pose particular barriers to dyslexic men./

(5) One in six dyslexic men
do"es gdt a/professional job, but these jobs

are usually ones not,requiring advanced degrees,.such as teChnician and

school teacher.

(6) Almost one quarter of the Gn0 men are vice presidents, presidents, or

chief executive oificers, a conSiderably higher proportion than among their

nondyslexic peers.' As hoted earlier, over two thirds of these men own or

share ownership of these bus nesses, many having started them on their own,

indi.cating that self employMent,is an important source of success among Gow

men. Ruining one's own b7,4siness iscertainly one way to bypass educational

barriers to job entry and to better enable one to struCture one's job to
/

best compensate for a r/.eading disability.

(7) Some groupa of boys may find it particularly difficult to meet social

expectations. Specifically, sons of Trofessionals may experience more anx

iety in pursuing their educations and careers than do other dyslexics, all

else being equal/. In nondisahled populations, the children from the'high

'

est status families hava the hi,ghest occupational aspirations, reflectidg
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the higher expectations their social group has for th,i,7But professional

..... ,

,

,

,

4 i '
/ ,). ..../

.
jobs requiring advanced'degrees seem to be very poor bets'for dys xics.

/

In contrsst, managerial and sales jobs pose fewer problems, so the dyslexic

sons of,managers of salesmen an Tore easily, obtain work ,camparablkto that

oi *their.fathers. The sonS of men in lower level white'or blue collar johs

would be expected to experience even less difficulty in meeting family and

peer expectations.

(8) Grades are important in determining whether one 'gets admitte&to and '

then graduates from college or graduate school There id no doubt that

dyslexis ié a handicap to getting good grades% buUther factors seem to be
r-

just as ithportant for dyslexic youngsters. Factors,quch aft perseverance.

and motivation may be,quite important in compensating for dyslexia, but

there is really no hard evidence about what those factors actually are.
111

(9) Reading andwritinl are not the most important skills.needed on many

jobs, including many.high-level jobs. This is not to say that teading is

not,important$ bui tfiat thefe are' often other more important requirements.

'Reading skills should be fostered,.but dyslexic youngsters should alSo be

made aware of the other skilis'that are critical in same jobs awl Nina
44

they,either May already potsess or can develop. s such as.persuasiv

41i.(4' 6ness, taking initiative, aid thinking of new approaches to problems may

depend on self confidence but they are not dependent upon reading ability66

Stressing the value of these other skills, many of which are certainly
4

'within the reach of dyslexic youngsters,, should in itself help promote

their confidence, and their family's confidence, in their ability to suc-

ceed.
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Table 1

Percentage of U.S. Men Employed in.Different Major
Occupational Groups: 1900-1970

(Column Percentages)

.ccupational
Group 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

White collar 17.6 20.2 21.4 25.2 26.6 30.5 35.3 39.5
Professional/technical 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.8 5.8 7.2 10.3 14.0
Managerial 6.8 7.7 7.8 8.9 8.6 10.5 11.0 11.0
Sales 4.6 4.6. 4.5 6.1 6.4 6.3 7.0 7.0
Clerical 2.8 4.4 5.3 5.5 5.8 6.5 7.1 .7.6

Manual and Service 40.8 45.1 48.2 50.0 51.7 54.5 56.2 56.0
Craftsmen 12.6 14.1 16.0 lfr.,2- 15.5 19.0 20.8 21.2
Operatives 10.4 12.5 14.4 15.3 18.0 20.5 20.6 19.7
Laborers 14.7 14.6 14.0 13.6 12.1 8.7 8.0 6.9
Service workers) 2.9 3.6 3.6 4.6 5.7 6.0 6.5 8.1
Household 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1

Farm 41.7 34.7 30.4 24.8 21.7 15.0 8.5 4.5
Farmers/farm managers 23.0 19.7 18.4 15.2 13.3 10.0 5.5 2.7
Farm laborers 18.7 15.0 12.1 9.6 , 8.4 4.9 3.0 1.7

Source: These results calculated from Series 182-232 in U.S. Bureau of the
Census (1975, pp. 139-140). The two estimates each for 1950, 1960,
and 1970 have been averaged.

. -
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.Table 2

;

Mean Income
a

and Occupational Prestige of Whie Men Employed

Full-Time in Civilian, Non-farm Jobs:

By Age, Education and Field of Work (1970)

Field of
Work b

.Years of Education Completed

12 13-15 16 17+

Pres $ Pres Pres Pres

Ages-36-45

Management/sales 12040 48 1320 49 18850 52 21210 59

Science/medicine 10580 50 11830 59 16190 65 23480 75

Clerical/accounting 9680 45 -9830 47 14670 53 15140 58

Manual/technical 9410 36 ' 10760 40 13470 51 14250 55

Social service/edUcation 9080 44 '9950 50 10660 59 11560 64'

Ages 46-55

Management/sales 13130 48 15420 50 20150 52 23650 59

Science/medicine 11140 51 13260 57 17840 66 25620 74

Clerical/accounting MO 45 11730 49 16310 54' 16900 52

Manual/technical 9490 36 10040 38 15380 48 -' 16340 55

Social Service/education 9680 43, 10990 49:>/ 12580 55 13870 64

Source.: .Gottfredson, Note 2, ,Table 3 (based'in turn on a 1/1000 sample of men

in 1970 census of population)..

a-
Income in 1970 dollars.

bThe fields of work listed here are the rough equivalents of five of the"Six

categories in Hollendls (1973) typology of work. The Sixth category (Arti-stic) was

omitted bdcause it employs so few people. This typology, was used in the

research 6om which this table was.taken: Management and sales = Enterprising;

Science and medicine = Investigative; clerical and accounting = Conventional;

manual and-technical ='Realistic; social service and education = Social.

See Holland (1973) and Gottfredson (1980) for descriptions of Holland's

typology and its relation to the census categories Used in Table 1-and

throughout this paper.
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Table 3

Severity of Reading Disability among Gow Men Agea 16-60

Measured in Several Ways with Three Different Tests:
By Grade when.Last Test Scores were Available

Grade'when last test scores available

Means at last testing 4 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total

Grade level 8.4 9.8 10.8 11.8 12.8 13.8 11.2

Age 14.0 15.6 16.7 17.9 18.7 19.4 17.1

Stanford Binet IQ 120 121 117 116 115 113 118

(N) (26) (72) (119) (82) (96) (11) (406)

Grade level expected from:
Chronological age 9.0 10.5 11.6 12.9 13.6 14.3 12.0

Mental age 11.8 13.9 14.4 15.6 16.5 17.0 15.0

Average of actual grade level,
chronological age, & mental age 9.6 11.3 12.2 13.4 14.3 15.0 12.8

Grade equivalent of test scores

Gray Oral Reading 7.3 8.7 9.6 10.6; 10.6 10.2 - 9.6

Morrison-McCall Spelling 6.6 7.6 8.6 8.8 9.2 10.0 8.5

Paragraph Meaning 8.5 .1011 10.8 10.9 11.4 11.3 10.7

Gep between test scores obtained and scores expected (in grade equivalents) on basis of:

Actual grade level
Gray Oral Reading 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.8 2.2 3.6 1.6'

Morrison-McCall Spelling 1.8 2.2 2.2 3.0 3.6 3.8 2.7

Paragraph Meaning -0.1 -0.3 0.0 0.9 1.4 2.5 0.5

Chronological age
Gray Oral Reading 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.9 - 3.0 4.1 2.4

Morrison-McCall Spelling 2.4 2.9 3.0 3.1' 4.4 4.3 3.5

Paragraph Meaning- .
0.5 0.4 0.8 2.0 2.4 3.0 1.3

Mental age'
Gray Oral Reading I 4.5 5.2 4.8 5.6 5.9 6.8 5.4

Morrison-McCall Spelling 5.2 6.3 5.8 6.8 7.3 7.0 6.5

Paragraph Meaning 3.3 3.8 , 3.6 4.7 5.1 5.7 4.3

Average of grade level, chronologica/
age, and mental age
Wray Oral Reading .2.3 2.6 2.6 3.4 3.7 4.8 3.2

Morrison-McCall Spelling 3.0 3.7 3.6 4.6 .1 5.0 4.3 -

Paragraph Meaning 1.1 1.2 1.4 2.5 -'2.9 3.7 2.1

.0%

Ratios of test ages to expectations
(reading quotients) based on:

Chronological age
Gray Oral Reading .88 .88 .86 .85 .84 .79 .86

,Morrison-McCall Spelling .82 .81 .82 .78 :76 '.78 . 80

Paragraph Meaning .96 .97 ,.96 ,90 .86 .84 .93

Mental Age

- .

Gray Oral Readin$ .74 .73. .76 .73 .73 ,69 .74

Horrison-Hccall &"4.1.1,08. .69 .67 .70 .67 .67 .69 .68

Paragraph Meaning .79 .80 .$2 .78 .77 .74 .79.

Average of age for grade. chrono'1ogica1 4

and mental age
Gray Oral Reading .84 .84 45_ .82 .81 .76 .83

Morrison-McCall Spelling .78 '.77 .79 .75 .74 .75 .76

Paragraph Meaning .91 .92. .92 .87 .85 .81 .89'

78

.
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Table 4

Self-rated-Adult Spelling Ability of Gow and Control Men .

and of Gow Men_with High versus Mild Levels of

Reading Disability in High School: Ages 16-60

(Percentages)

Self-rated
spelling

Gow Control

High
Disability

Mil#
Disability-

Totala

/

Poor or
terrible 25.2 /I

/
/

5.2 15.6 1.0

Below average 40.8 21.9 31.2 8.7

Average 31. 51.6 41.4 29.6

/

Above average 2.4 21.4 11.7 60.7
0

(N) .1 (206) (192) (403) (415)

a
Includes \5----m

1
4

cl

th reading quotients greater than 1.00.

(;

It

79
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Table 5.

Selected Characteristic& of Different Age Cohorts:
Gow versus-Control Men

(means and percentagesr,

.40

Characteristic
Age Cohorts

16-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-60

(56 (209).

(29) (205)

(94)

(128)
(30
(54)

(9)

;(0) I

1954-6V'1944-53 1934-43- 1924-33 1920-23
-1955=59 1945-54 1935-44 1925-34 -- .

Totals

Significance L6rels

Cohort-Differences School Differences

16-60 26-55 16-60 26-55
.

(N)4 GowCont
..

General Characteristics

Birth Years
b

Gov
Cont

,

.Age at Survey Gow 23

,
Cont 24

Year HS Grad. Gow 75
Cont 74

Years out of HS Cow 4,

(if graduaeed) Cont 6
N, :

IQ Gow t 119
Cont 126

Data on attendance and tests At Gov

Age at Entry 14.8

Grade at Entry' 9.0

-Years at Goict\' 2.3

Gray Oral Otiotient .83

Morrisoq-McCall Quotient '.76

Paragraph Heaping Quotient .86

(g) 88397)

1920-61 1924-51
1925-59 1925-54

'

1,

30 1

31.

68
68

11
12

120,

129

15.2

9.3

2.6

.82 '

.76
e

.90

't 39'
:40 '

60'' 1

59

19
21 :

116
, 129

15%2^.

9.2

2.8

.83

.75 "

.87

49

50

50
49

29.
31

a06
119

15.8'

.9.8

/
2.5

.85

-.:.83

:93

57
--

41
__

38
--

100
-.

15.9

10.0

.2.6

.86

.80

.93

ix
65
63

14

17

118
127

15.2

9.3-

2.6

.83

.76

.89

35'

6
64

62

15
18

118
127

15.2

9.3

'2.6

.83

.76

.89

.000'

.000

,000

.000 \

.000

.000

.000

.000

.055

:068

-.415

.301

.010

.002

4

I.

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000 1

4

.000

. 000
. ,

.119

.086.

.457

.206

-
.002

.006

16-60 26-55

.001 .006

.001 .Q01

.000 .000

.000 .000

-

!

81.
«1.
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,--Table 5 cont.

4

Characteristiq

Age Cohorts

16-25' , 26-35 36-45 46-55 5640'
-

Totals

16-60 26-55

Significance Levels

Cohortinfferences School Differences

16-60 26-55 16-60 26-55 ,

.-

Rathirs' Occupational

Characteristics

a,

. ..-
Preitige level Cow 59 511 , 58 59 58 58 58 ' .997 .958 000 0J

' of job Cont 59 62 63, 63 -- 62 63 .732 4, .891
J.

%

OED level of GIN 5.1 ' 5.1 r,5.1 5.4 5.1, 5.1 5.1 .161 .044 ..009 .008

. Cont 5.1 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 , .768 .979
. 1

, Usual h965) income Gow 11994 12013 12016 i2157 . 12032 12025 12030': ..594 .902 559 511

of job 0 Cont 11810 12128 12123 12136 - --, 12107 12128; .4912 .999
'

. ,

A
4:P

.

.

-2'white\c_oller Gow 96.5 57.0 96.7 100.0 1,00.0 97.2- 0.3 .828 .564 .322 .184

or farm4i--\:.," Cant 9216. ...s.98.0, 99.2 100.0 ' -- %. 98..3 98.7 -.op .448

-. 2 Professtonal/ Cow "3313 .../31.2 31.5 _30.6 22.2" 1/.3 sm,,
e

.97.7

.

.994 ,

..

00 .000'.0

technical ' .. Conti 37.0 49.2 48.4 45.1 A7.6 48.4 ei 4 .665 .870

.., . c o .

.

.701'

2 Manuertfarmer / Cow 52.6 54.0 / 53.5 61.1, 66.7 54.6 '54.6 .000 .000

1%3

...

Cant 440 40.8 ' 39.5 41.2 40.7 . 40.4
4

.968

.

Respondents' current or last dccupation

,

Prestige level Cow 3g 49 51 51 49 47 49

"qf job Cbnc
.A.1

c. job Coot

,

GED level of Gow

:Usual...(1969) income 'Gow

,of job tont

46 ?.-1 ..42?-_-64,-----61----:---r------41:-

3.3:
4.5 4.g 4.8

5.2 --

-

5.4 5.3 .
5.Z

.

'4.3 4.4

- ,

7325 10338 10875 10689 10068 1004,5.

Off 11513 11885 ,, 11570 -- 11464.

82

f2

5.3
4.6

10520
11644 -

A

'.000 .Q89

, .000 .417

. 000- .003

.000 .465

. 000 .195

AN.000 .387,

83

..000 .000

.000

.000 .000
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Table 5 cont.

";,

Characteristic

Age Cohorts .0 Significance Levels

1625 -26-35 3'b-45. '46-55 56-60 Totals Cohort Differences School Differences
'

.

. 16-60 26-55 16-60 26-55 16-60 26-55

. . .

. .

% White collar Gow 60.3 85.2 93.6 88.9 .. 88.9' 1 .84.0 87.9 .000 .112
.' or farmer . Cont 82.8 96.6 99.2 98.2 -- 96.6 4 97.7 .000 .293'

. -;..4
. .

% Professional/ - . Got>\ 12.1 18.2 17.0 16.7 ri.A , '16.7 ` 17.7' .841 .957
technical Cont 27.6 55.1 ' 53.1 44.4.- -- - 51.2 53.0 Apo .378

- .. .
,

2 Manager/farmer Gow 26.7 48.3 61.7 '55.6 55.6
-- ,

48.3 52.8 .000 .092
Cont 37.9 30.2 35.2 40.7 311.7 (33.3 .451 .302

. . o,

4
-A

are slightly.lower fOr some variables, primarily fathers' occupational characleristici, because of missing data.

, b
0

.Thq survey of the Gow men was done one year earlier, in 1979, than for the control men. Therefore, for the same age At time of survey, the bow
-111, were born one year earlier than the contra men and, all else equal, would have also graduated from high school one yeat earlier.
Gow,Men actually ranged in age only from 18-59 and control men from 24-55, ,

.000

.000 .000 -

.000 400'

It*

f

84

3'

a

'
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Table 6

Percentage of Men in Different Occupational Groups:

Gow and Control Men Aged' 16-604. Their Fathers, and

White Men in General4

C.

Occupaional Unweighted White: Respondents Fathers

Group mean prestige Men in .

of titlesb General Gow Control Gow Contrql

,Professional/
,

fechnical 62 15.0 16.7 51.2 31.3

Managerial 51 11.9 45.6 32.9 53.0

Sales. 40 7..3 16.0 9.6 11.4

Clerical 38 ., 2.5 3.0 2.2 '0.0

Crafts 38 21,.9 5.9 1.4 ' 2.0

Operatives, ex.

. transport 28 13.2 1.2 0.2 0,5.

Transport operaXives 28 5.6 3.2 0.0, 0.0

Laborers .
18 5:9 2.5 0.7 0.0

Farmers 35 3.0, 2.7 0.7 1.5

Farm Laborers 20 4,. 1.5 0.2 0,0 0.0

Service 26 7.2 3.0 %."4 1.0 0.3.

Household 11 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0

.

(N) 4..2,118,250) (406) (416) (396)

47.6

39.7
9.7
0.

1.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
1,0

.

0.0

0.0
0.0

(403)

./
aCalculated from data on white men age 16 and over in the 1970 experienced civilian

labor force (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973, Table 2). These data represent a 11

5% sample of the U.S. population. Men not reporting a codable occupational title

A-re excluded here.

dottfredon (1980).
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Table 7

Fercentage of HeiLin Different Specific Occupations:
Gow and Control Hen Aged 26-55, Their Fathers, and

White Hen in Genera/a
(Column percentages)-

Unweigiited White
Mean Prestige Men is
of Titlesb Generdl

Respondents
Gow Control

Professional/technical 15.0 17.7 53.0

Accountant (001)c 61 1.2 0.6 0.8

Architect (002) 71 0.1 0.9. 1.8

Computer specialist
(003-005) , 65 0.5 ,1.5 1.8

Designer (183) 56
.

0.2 1.5 0.5

Engineer (006-023) 66 2.8 . 1.2 3.1

Lawyer/judge (030, 031) 77 - 0.6 0.9 14.5

Physician/dentist
,(062, 065) 83 0.8 0.3 10.3

Reporter/editor (184) 65 0.2 0:6 2.6

Scientist, physical &
math (035-054) . 69 0.4 0.6 1.3

Scientist, social (091-096) 69 0.2 0.3 1.3

Social wdrk, clergy '

(086, 100, 101) 57 0.7 1.5 1.3

Teacher, college (102-140) 72 0,8 0.0 3.9

Teacher, non-college
(141-145) 57 1.8 2.1 5.2

Techniciani (150-173), 49 2.0 2.9 0.3

Other professional 55 2.7' 2.9 4.4

Managerial 11.9 49.6 32.6

Bank officer/financial
manager (202) 60 . 0.6 5.3 5.7

Buyer/purchasing agent .

(203, 205, 225) 50 0.7 1.1 0.5

. Manager, n.e.c: (245) 50 7.2 34.2. 19.1

President/V. President/CEO -- -23.0 0.6
Other .... L.11.2 L.9.6

Publieofficial/inspector
(215, 222) 51 0.6 0.9 1.3

Sales manager (231, 233) 54 1.0 5.0 2.1

School administrator
(235, 240) 70 0.3 0.6, 1.6

Other manager 51 1.5 2.4 .2.3

Sales -1.3 15.3 9.8

Insurance, real estate
(265, 270) . 49 1.3 4.7 4.1

Retail sales (283-285) 37 3.1 1.8 0.5

Sales representative (281-
282) 45 2.3 .5.9 1.3

Stock & bond (271) 66 6.2 2.4 3.4

Other sales 30 0.4 0.6 0.5

.Farmer . 3.0 3r4 0.8

: Farmer (801) 31 2.8 2.7, V.3
Farm manager (802) 39 0.1 0.6 10.5

'Other 62.8 14.2 3.9

(N), e.,2,118,250) (339) (387)

a
See footnote a on Table &.

I

Fathets°

Gow Control

31.2 .48.4

1.2 .1.9

1.2 1.1

0.3 0.0,

0.3 . 0.3

5.8 6.9

7.3 9.6

-:

10.3 18.6
0.0 0.5

1.2 1.3

0.0 0.0

0.6 0.8
0.6 2.4

4

i 073 1.3

1.2 0.0
0.9 3.7

53.0 39.6

5.2 5.6

6.9 1.1

41.5, 29.0

-- --

-- 7
0.3 .0.8

3.6 1.6

0.6 1.3

0.9 , 0.3

11.5 * 9.6

4.2 3.5

3- 3.3 3 4.5

3.9 1.3

0.0 0.3

1.5 0.8

1,2 0.8
0.3 0.0
2.7 1.6

(330) (376)

b
Calculated from data in Gottfredson & Browp (1978).

cNumbers next to occuparional titlesare the codes assigned by the Census in its
1970 occupational classification (see Gottfredson & Brown, 1978).

87
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1. Table El-
,

Occupational
Dis4lbution and Educational Level of Respondents

Aged 26-55 with Fathers in Different

Occupational Groups: Gow Meal Control

Men, and Men in General

Father's
Occupation Prof Man Sales Cler Farm Other (N)

Professional . -

Gow 2512 48.5 11.7 1.9 t.9 10.7 (103) 59.0 ,10.0

Control 65.9 26.4 5.5 0.5 0,0 1.6 (182) 94.5 65.2

General)), 41.0 17.5 4.0 6.9 1.2 24.4 (753) n.a. n.a.

Managerial -

Gow 15.3 54.0 13.6 . 1.7 2.3 13.1 (176) 55.2 8.Q

Control 43.6 40.3 9.4 2.0 2.0 2.7 . (149) 94.0 51.4

General 21.6 34.1 9.1 7.1 1.0 27.2 (1844) n.a. )1.a.

Sales
Gow 7.9 47.4 34./ , '0.0 2.6 7.9 (38) 59.5 8.1

ControL 30.6 27.8 33.3 5.6 0.0 2.8 (36) 97.2 44.4

General , 19.5 30.0 15.0 6.2 1.7 27.7 (629) n.a. n.a.

Clerical
Gow

- - (0)

Control --' - -- -- -' _ (1)
-_

, General 28. 1 17.8 7.8 . 9.6 1.4 35.3 (530) n.a. -- ma.

Farmers
Gow -- -- -- (4) 7- --.

Control -- - - -_ (-3) --
--

General 5.3 . 11.5 2.5 4.7 17.8 58.2 (4382) n:a. n.a.

Othcrs '..._

' Gow -- --

Control
--

(9) -- --

-- -- -- -- (5)

General 10.7 13.2 4.4 7.4 1.2 63.1 (7518) n.a. n.a.

.,.....
. 1

-' Total
.

Gow 17.6 50.3 15.2 2.1 2.7 12.1 (336 56.5 8.4

COntroI 53.5 31.9 10.1 1.6 0.8 2.1 (376) 94.4 57.8

General 12.9 16.2 5.2 6.6 5.9 53.2 (15695) '12.3c
n.a.

(Row percentages)

Respondent's Occupation Respondents

BA oriaggill"17757-07nr

,

a t 4.

Gow men were aged 26-55 in 1979, control men were 26-55 in 1980, men in general were 25-64

1'1.1962.

bSource for men in general: Blau 6 Duncan (1967, Table J2.1). N's for occupational results

4 were reconstructed by dividing population estima0es'in Table J2.1 by 2170 (refer to Blau 6

Duncan, p. 479)10Results based on both white and non-whitehen in the experienced civildan

labor force.
,

c1970 census data (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973,*41g 5) show that 13.8% of men in general in

1970 had 16 or more years of education (presumabtly at leas.£ a BA).

9

f

.88

I*"
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Table 9

Occupational Dikribution of
Respondents Aged 26-55 with Fathers in'Differen Occupationa.1

Gow vs. dbntrol Men with Different
Levels of Education
(Raw percentages)

Groups:

Respondent's Education and Occupation

Father's'

Occupation
HS Grad Only BA Only

PrOf an Sales Other (N) Prof Man Sales Other (N) Prof

.',

Professional
Gow. 17.6 58.8 5.9 17.6 (34) 22.4 51.0 18.4 8.2 (49)

.

Control -- --::- -- .(10) . 47.2 3,7.7 (' 13.2 1.9 (53) - 77.1

Manager/Farsier
Cow 8.2 53.4 11.0 27.4 (73) , 15.5 59.5 19.0 6.0 (84) --

Control -- -- -- (10) 25.4 47.6 17.5 9.5 (63) 65.4
. .

Sales
.Gow 6.7 40.0 33:3 20.0 (15) 5.3 52.6 42.1 0.0 f(19)

Control (1) 10.5 36.8 47.4 5.3 /(19)- 56.3

,..

/
Totala ) . '

/ ----y.

Gow 11.1 53.2 11.9 23.8 01601- 16.0 55.1 21.8 7.1 (156)

Control 19.0 47.6 19.0 14.1 (21) '31.4 V..6 , '21.2 .5.8 (137)

57.1
71.3

.

1 V

Hbre than BA

Han Sales,

)

-- --

20.3 1.7

--
33.3 1.3

.

18.8 42.5

39.

25.0
1 ,....3)

.1

:

a
Includes fathers in "other" occupations.

s.

8E1

Other (N)

..

.(10)

OA (118)

-- (14) ..-.1

ILO (78)
OD

-r (3)

12.5 (16)

3.6 (28)

1.4 (216)

-)

90'
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Table 10.

Occupatiohal Distribution of Hlihly Disabled, Mildly Disabled,

ahd Control Men Aged 26-55 by Educational Level

OS.

and Fatherta Occupation

(Row Percentages)

Father's
Occupation

Respondent's Education and Occupation

HS Grad.Only
BA Only

Prof, Man Sales Other (N) Prof Man Sales Other' (N)

Professional
High 5.9 70.6 0.0 23.5 (17) 15.4 53.8 15.4 15.4 (26)

Mild 25.0 50.0 12.5 12.5 (16) 30,4 47.8 21.7 Q.0 (23)

Control
(10) 47.2 37.7 13.2 1.9 (53)

Manager/Farmer
High 9.8 51.2 9.8 29.3 (41) 10.5 57.9 21.1. -10.5 (38)

Mild 6.3 56.3 12.5 25.0 (32) 17.8 .62.2 17.8 2.2 (45)

Control
-- (10) 25.4 47.6 17.5* 9.5 (63)

Tota
H gh 8.3 56.9. 8.3 26.4 (72) 11.5 56.4 20.5 11.5 (785

ld 12.5 51.8 16.1 19.6 (56) 21.0 53.1 22.2 3.7 (81)

ntrol 19.0 '47.6 19.0 14.3 (21) 31.4 41.6 21.2 5.8 (131),

91

%.*
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Tiable 11

Means and Standard Deviations of-Career Predictors

and OutcOmes'in Path Mbdal: Gow Men kged 26-55 in Either

Profeasiona1 or Managerial-Jobs

.
(N=230)

Variable Mean SD

SeveritN.of Dyslaxiaa

IQ

_Professional father vs. other
b

Age at survey

,Paragraph Meaning Quotient,

Average grade at Gow

Degree level
d

,

Respondent holds
e
professional vs.

. .

managerial job

'0

.

.80

118

.33

35

.90

73

1 :67

:25

1

-

.ao

9.6

.47

6.9

..10

5.3

.74

4

.43

...t

Average of.Gray Oral and Morrison McCall

bProfesaional = 1; all others = O.

Spelling,quotients.

cAverage grades at Gow including failures and repeats.

dLess than high school diploma 7 0; high sthool diploma = 1; BA = 2;
higher degree = 3. '4

e
Professionals = 1; managers := 0; all Others excluded from analysis.

Farmers.are included as managers.

1

92
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Table ki

Percentage of Control Men Aggd 26-55 Rating 37 Job-Related Abilities or Traits as 'Critical for

Doing their Own Jobs Well: For Major Oceupational Groups and Several Specific bccupations

Job-Related
Abilities
or Traits

Get information by talking' with people

Give information by talking wielpeople

Have integrity,
Get informdtion by reading.

61.4

Think logically and analytically 58.8

Pay attention to details 53.4

Be dedicated and conscientious
51.4

Handle several tasks at one time 51.1

Have higher degree or credential
- 45.3

Plan ahead and anticipate problems 44.1

Give information by writing reports; memos etc. 42.4

Spot and tackle problems quickly
38.4

Take initiative and responsibility
36.7

Learn quickly
-35.1

Concentrate in distracting qr stressful

situations
Be fair and impartial
Vieualize thingg before completio.n
Coordinate and schedule activities

Be persuasive And motivating
Think of new approaches to problems

Make decisions quickly
Evaluate, discipline, praise.others
Haye A good memory
Represent company well to the public

Have poise

' Major Occupational Groupsa
Significant(

Manager/ Lfivel of

Farmerc Sales Offferences Lawyerd Physiciane
Professional

0
68.2
66.3

62.3

a*
Cooperate with coworkers
Be tactful and considerate
Have 'a lot of ideas

Be competitive
Have good contacs
Have manual dexterity
Re good at math
Have physical, coordination

Follow orders and support company policies

Bs attractive and well groomed
Have attended the 'right college
Have.physical strength and endurance

(H)f

-

aAll percentages ) 40.0 areunderlined for majo cccupational grown. .

.

. . .

.

bAll percentages 1 50.0 are underlined for specific occupations.' The'specific occupations are also included in die-major groups: lawyers and,

physicians are professionals and the vice
presidents/presidents/CEOs and managers,n.e.c. are

included in the managers major group.

Three farmers are included with the managers.

9,c..-4
AOne judge is included with the lawyers.

tj e Two dentiats are included with the physicians,

fN'S are slightly higher for some items than shown here.

34.5
34.1
31.6
30.5
26.1
26.0
24.9
24.4
22.2

21.1
20.6
20.5

17.6
14.3

-13.8
9.7

8.6
6.2
4.0.

3.4
2.9
23

(175)

Specific Occupationsb

Other

VP/Pres/CEO Manager n.e.c.

Significance
Level of
Diffe;ences

69.9
62.8
61.4

29.8
46.5
39.5
43.8
66.7
2.6

52.6

28.9
48.2
60.7

28.9

28,6

29:8

35.1

39.5
43.9.
31.6
32.5
46.5
16.7

37.7
24.8

28.9

19.3
15.8
22.8

17.5
3.5

17.7

3.5
12.5

5.3
0.9'
6.1

(d)

61.3

71.0
77.4

35.5

37.5
56.3

59.4
35.5
0.0
37.5

18.8
37.5
31.3
19.4

25.0
. 12.5

21.9
40.6
56.3
15.6
18.8
15.6
18.8
50.0

34.4,

12.5
31.3
28.1
46.9
31.3
0.0

9.7
0.0

15.6'
21.-9

3.1
0.0

(12)

.659

.666

.233

.000

.026

.046

.224

.002

, .000

.203

.008

.221

.000

.175

.408

.050

.364

.221

.000

.182

.198

.000

512
.001

.257

.087

.325

.270

.000

.046

.034

.063
444
.011

.000

.492

.111

70.8
68.1

70.8

75.5

72.9
47.9
58.3
68.9
42.9

57.1
44.9
34.7

36.2

40.8
26.5

30.6
28.6
44.9

28.6
18.4
6.1

20.4

22.9

27.7

8.3
8.3

16.3
20.8

12.2
0.0

- 89.2
81.1
78.4

59.5
54.1
54.1

-64.9
54.1
66.7

51.4
32.4
51.4
27.0
40.5

51.4
22.2
29.7
21.6
16.2
21.6

51:4
16.2
29.7

16,2
21.6

16.2
35.1
8.1

11.1
10.8
35.1

0.0 0.0
0.0 21.6

2.0 0.0

6.1 2.7

2.1 2.7

'
5,40

(47) (.37) (32)

58.1
71.0
62.5

25.0

37.5
21.9

45.2
65.6
0.0
62.5

12.5
50.0
58.1
31.3

21.9
25.0'

40.6

25.0
62.5
31.3
25.0
56.3
12.5
37.5

19.4
21.9

15.6
15.6
25.0

37.5
0.0

18.8
0.0
12.9
9.4
0.0
3.1

81:3-
65.6

53.1
34.4

65.6
46.9

56.3
65.6

0.0
62.5

37.5
59.4

68.8,

31.3

32.3
34.4

50.0
53.1
40.6,'

37.5

40.6
34.4
15.6
34.4

31.3
34.4
18.8
18.8
25.0
6.3
6.3

18.8
9.4

9.4

0.0
0.0
9.4

(32)

.020

.479

' .134
.000
.006

.000

.323

.696

.000

.223

.001

.651

.001

.821

.074

.712
,.240

.024

.001

.540

.007

.000
.296

.152

.662

.031

.018

.60%

.430)

. .002

.000

.001

.000

.294.

.662

195

a

,



Figup 1

Path Model of Educational and Occupational Attainment Among Gow Men Aged-26-55
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dOW SCH9OL-JOHNS HOPKINS

OLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
. ,

CONFIDENTIAL
Alit

A. . This section includes questions about ydtk EDUCATIO'N'AL EXPERIENCES sirice
leaving the Gow School ,

1. Listbelow any schools and colleges that you- have'attended since leaving
Gow. (If none, check itis box .)

4

School

Jr. High, Sr. a)

r.Highs ?or Prep ,b)
4.-

- School c)

__Dates _otAttendance
(from) (to)

4
7

Tech. School, Jr. a)

Coll., College or b)

University C)

Professional a). 4 (

School or Graduate b)

School . c)
-

Yes 01 No 0 2, 2. Are you a student now?

Chedils_balaw_any.,andall diplomas_or-degrees_which-yoU have-eamedand,
state the years in which they were awarded Year awarded

a) High school equivalency (GED) 00
b) High school diploma

c) Technical school diploma 0 2

d) A.A. (Associate in Arts) 03
e) 3-year degree or R.N 0 4

f) Bachelor's Degree U5
g) Master's Degree

41) Law Degree

I) Doctoral Degree 1:1 8

j) Other (Explain)

6

7

-4. If you have attended any of the following schools, list your major field of
.study at each.

a) Technical School or junior dollege

b) College or University

c) Graduate or Professional School

9.8
r-

(Please do not
write in this

space) .

1 2 3 '4

SN

.11 TT-

`ICS El D.
i3 4

HD El .



FS 0
22

SF 0 0
zr

-ES:- 0
25

85 \
.

5. a) If you have aqaded college, was the major field listed above the one in

which'you firstenrolled? Yes 0 , No 0 2

b) If no, from what field did-you switch/

B. This section includes questionaabout "your OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES'--
1. Which of the following besst describes your present employment status?

(Check one)
vot

a) Employed full-time 01
b) Employed part-time 02
To) Retired- Da

d) Not employed 0-4

e) Other (explain) 05

[If employed, the followi"ng questions relate to your present position. If not

employed, the following questions relate to your last position. If never employed,

,.skip to section CI

2. For What -kind of business or industry do you work? (For example: TV

manufacturer, retail store, law practice, city public school system)

3. Are you (Check one)

a) An employee of a PRIVATE company, business, or individual

b) AGOVERNMENT-employee (federal, state, countyyor-local)?__

c) Self-employed in your OWN business; professional practice,

or farm?
4

4. What kind of work are you doing? (For example: car salesman, high School

GC. 0- 0 D
30. 31

03

science teacher, manager of a retail store)

5. What are your-most important activities or auties? (For example selling

clothing, keeping- account books, building houses, designing diesgl engines)

Or

lb

6. What is your job title?

.C: This section includes questions about your FAMILY

1. Whatis you, marital stat6s?
_

_ ._ .

a) Never married Di. c) Separated or divorced, 03

1:,) Married 0 2 d) Widowed
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2. Check below the highest diploma or degree earned l?y

i) your father ii) your mother iii) your wife

Father Mother -Wife- .-

a) High schdol equivalencydGED), -E)0 00 00
b) High school diploma 0 / 0 / 0 /

c) Technical school diploma 0 2 02 0 2

d) Associatce or 2-year degree 0 3 0 3 0 3

e) 3-year degree or R.N. 0 4 0 4 '0 4

1- f) Bachelor's Degree 05 0 '5 05
g) Master's Degree ----Os 06 0 6

h) Law Degree 0 7 0 7 0 7

I) Othei (Explain) OR 0 R 0 R

4

[The following questions relate fo biological rathef than adoptive relatives.]

3. How Many children do you have who have compreted first grade?

Sons Daughters_____

4. a) Do any of your children who have completed first grade have a reading
disabiljp? (Check one) .. .

- .I-1 , ) r--1 e
Yes Li I; No 02 Don't know LI 3

b) If yes, give details. Illow many; sons or daughters; how old are they; have
-they received special schooling or Ittoring?)

5., Hoyt many brothers and sisters did you have who have completed first wade?

Brothers Sisters -

6. a) Did any of your brothers and sisters Aftio'completed first grade have a
reading disability? (Check one)

Yes
r

No 02 Don't know 0 3

b) If yes, give details. (How many; brothers or sisters; have they received
special schooling or tutoring?)

7. What wai your father's primary occupation? (If title is not descriptive,
describe in a few words )

DC I:1
"38

NSO 0
39

NDALI

'BR 0
s 41

Si
42

FGC- 0
411 40 50
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D. This section includes questions about your ,current READING HABITS
AND ATTITUDES.

f
1. Wht percentage of the work day do you spend in reading and writing

on the job?

.2. Hbw do you rate your spelling in comparison to that of others of your age and,

education')

a) Above average 04
b) Average

0-Below average-

d) Poor,terrible 01 ).

3. How do you feel about reading' for pleasure?

a) Do as little as possible, difficult, or chore 01
b) OK El 2

c) Enjoy it, Ws pleasurable 0 3

d) Enthusiastic, among favorite pastienes 04

4. In the average week, how many days per week do.you read a

daily newspaper?

TDNP 0 0 5. On the average, how much time do you spend When you do read ihe daily

57 58
newspaper? .

6. On the average, how m y Sundays per year do you read a

SNP 0- Sunday newsppper?
59 .60

. On the average, how much time do you spend when you read a

TSNP 0 0 Sunday newspaper)
61 6? 6.3

PM EJ
64

RF

.How many non-professional magazines do you subscribetcY

and rea0
3.

9. About how many books do you read for pleasure in a year?___

10. How would you compare fhe amount of leisure time you spend reading with
that of others'e

1.

I read a) thah my friends .b) than my wife [if married]

1). More 04 4
,

ii) Same,amount

iii) Less 02 [D 2
4 a

iv) Miich les9 01 01
Please Use this space for any remarks you'd like to,make. i: ,.

/
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AppendiX B

Gilman Questionnaire

4

1 0 2
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GILMAN SCHOOLJOHNS HOPKINS

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

A. 1'W gectiqn-includes questions 'about yqur EDUCATIONAL ETE-RIENdES since

leiving the Gilmah SchooL

1. List below any schoOls and colleges that you have attended sinCe leaving

Gilman (If nor*, check this box ).

baths of Full.thri(F)
Attndance Of

SECONDARY SchoOl molyr to molyr Parttime (P)

'JF. High, Sr. High, a)

Or Prep School b)

c)

POST-SECONDARY
Tech. School, a)

Jr. College, College,
or University

b)

GRADUATE
Professional School "-ay
or Graduate School b)

.,

2. Are you currently enrolled in a degree progfam? Yes, NII-time 0
Yes, part-time 0.
No 0

3. Check below ny and all diplomas or degrees Wet you have"eamed arid state

the years in 4hich they were awarded.

a) Doctoial legree 0
b) LaIni Elegljee 0

Mastet, Deg'ree 0
d) Bachelo 's Degree 0
e) 3-year Degree 0
f) Aseociate's Degree 0
g) Technical School Pegree r

h) .1-figh School Diploma

h Other (Explain) 0

Year awarded

4. lf you haveattended any of the following schools, list your major field of study

at each,

a) Technical School or Junior College

b) College or University

c) Graduate or Professional School

5. a) If you have attended college, was the major field listed atfvO3e one in which ,,-

you first pnrolled? Yes Ei No 0
b) tf no, from what field did you switch?

Mono dio not vornkki this speCO

ID CI El
1 2 3 4

6

G
7

ye
a

s

SN
io

'/HSGDD

YCGO El
13 14

HO
i5

,
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B. This ection'includes questions about your OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENcES.

1. Which of the following best describes your present employmerit,status?
(check one) : -'

a) Employed full-time 0 d) Not employed i

b)- Employed part-time 0 . e) Othei-(explain)

c) Retired 0
1

[If employed, the- following questions relate to youP present positionA not
employed, the following questions relate to your last position. If never employed,

, ,
check box then skip to Section C.]

2. For what kind of businesS or industry do you work? (For exarnple: TV
manufacturer, retail store, law practice, city public schbol system)

*

3. Are you (chedk one)

a)* An employee of a PRWATE company, business, cr individual?

b) A*GOVERNMENT employee (federal, state; county, or rocal)?

c) Self-employed in your CSWN business, professional practice,
or farm that was STARTED BY A MEMBER OE YOUR FAMILY?

, d) Self-employed in Our OWN business, profession3.1 practice, or
farm that WAS NOT STARTED BY A MEMBER OFYOUR
FAMILY? 1

4. What kind of work are you doing? (For exaMple: car saledman, high school
>. science teacher, manager of a retail store)

44

5. What are your most importanl activities or duties? (For example: sellinothing:
keeping account books, building houses, designing diesel engines)

6. What ri your job title? a

C. This section includes questions about your FAMILY.

I. What-is your marital status?

a) Never mar;ied c) Separaied or divorced 0
b) Married El d) Widowed . 0

2. Check below the highest diplioma or degree earned by i) your father) ii) your
mother, iii) your wife_

Father Mother Wife

. a) Doctoral Degree 0 Q LI
, . ,.

. .
b) Law Degree 0 0. 0

- c) Master's 'Degree . 0 0 , D ...

d) Bachelor's Degree -0 -4. 0 - D
e) 3-year Degree .0 -0 0 ..
f) Associate's Degree 0 0 0.,./

g) Technical SchoDI Diploma ..0 0 0
h) 'High S'chool Diploma '''' I:I 0 , 0
0 Other {Explain) 'CI CI DI 1.04.

(Plum' do not writs In this spsa)

Es
25

sosO.E1017:1.
27 28 2S- 30
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[The following questions-relate to biological ratherthan adoptive relativei.] ,'

3. How many children do you have Who have completed first grade? [If none, skip'

to Question 5:]

Sons Dau6hters

4. 'a) Do any.of Your children who have Completed firsgrade have a,reading
, Z

4i disability? .

Yes 0 No 0 Donl know , 0
,

'b) If yes, give details. (How many; sons or daughters; how old are they; havelhey

received special schooling or tutoring?)

How many brothers and sisters do you have who completed first grade? [If

none, skip to Ouesti9n 7.]

. Brothers SisterS'

6.. a) Did any of your brothers and sisters who completed first grade have a

pading disability?
-Yes 0 No.0 Don't knyw 0

b) If yes, give details. (How many; brotheros or sisters; have they received
special schooling or tutoring?) 1

7. What Was yourfather's primary occupation? (If title is not descriptive, describe

in a few words.)

,

This section indludes questions about your CURRENT FIEADING HABITS,'

ATT/TUDES, AND SKILLS. .

.
t, .._

1. How do you rate your spelling in cornriarlsOn to that of otheris of your age and

education? . .
)

a) Above average 0 c) Below average 0, .

b) Average -- 0 d) Po6r, terrible 0
2. On the average, how many hours per.week do you spend reading for leisure?

,

34, . On the average, how many hours per week do you spend reading for.work or

school?

. What percentage of the work day do you spend in reading and writing on the

job?

5. What ts your single most imr;ortant reason for reading?

a) For pleasure 0 -,

b) For general knowledge . 0 \ 4.

c) To gain specific knowledge related
to work and career 0

,d) To fulfill educational requirements 0
e) To gain specific knovvleclge about

c..t .
, current events 0

f) As a time-filler OS
g) Other(please specify) El .

4

Mosso do not onto M thlt opoco

NSO
41

NDAEJ
42

. BR
43

SI 111
44

DSI E.]
45

FSOS El 0 0 E
48 49 50 5

FGC El 0 0
52 53 54

SP

58 59

PM 0 0 CI
60 61 62

RR 0
63
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#

6. How do you feet about reading for pleasure?

a) .Do as little as possible, difficuft, or chore

b) Don't dislike, it's OK #

..
c) Enjoy it, it's pleasure*

d) -Enthusiastic, among favorite-pastimes

s

s

0

0

7. In the average week; how many trays per week do you read a daily newspaper?

8. On the average, how much time do you spend when you do read the daily

newspaper?
4 --`

,

:D. On the average, how many Sundays per year do you read a Sunday newspaper?

-

10. Orr the average, how much time do you spend when you read a Sunday,.
a newspaper?

,
11. How many non-professional magazines do yau subscribe to and read?

-

-

,

,- 12. List th4"principet1 newspapers and magazines you read for leisure.i

f /
I

AP"

-

13; About hoW many books do you read for pleasure in a year?

14. What type of book do u prefer to read?

\ a) Fiction 0 b) Non-fiction 0
, '\

15:From the following categories of
frequently read.

a) Action/adventur:e s 0
' b) Historical nOliels ' 0

c), Mysteries/detective
stxries

d) Sho t stories

,

c) No preference 0
, . .

fiction books,.check those you most

r

111
,

e) Modern draThatic novels

fy Romance/Gothic novels

M. Other (please specay)

5 h) _Not applicable

6
a
a
El

16. From thes following categoiles of noaliction books, check those yhu most
frequently read.

,. a) Biographies/
. autobiographies

b) History

c) Religion l

d) Instructive (how to) .

0
a:
a_
111

e) 'Current events. Sports

g) Psychology,

'.- h) Other (pleaee specify)

,

00
El

I) Not applicalile 0

,

t

,

,

!um. dom.' wdidin ids wood)

RP El
64

./-

DNP El
as

TDNPEI 0
66 67

SNP D 0
, 66 69

1

TSNP 0 0
70 rs

/1'

NPM CI El
72 73

Pe

(end card 1)\
ID El El-El El

1 2 3 4

. ,

BP 0 Ei
5 6

TB 0

Fa

Fb

FcID
Fd

fe cl
Ff P.
Fg CI

Fh g

. ,

4(.3 c1 , Ne ci,
Nb t1 Nf - (.;)

Nc. Mg 1;1.

Nd Nh

Nit
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17. How would you compare the 'amount of leksure time you spend reading with
.... tbat of others? ..

.

,I

, I read a) than my friends b) than My wife .

. (if married)

if .More 0 0
ii) Same amount 0 0
iii) Less

0 0
El 0iv) Much less

its

.

E. This section includes questions about your READING HABITS'AND ATTITUbES

WHILE YOU WERE A STUDENT AT GILMAN.

1. How would yotr characterize your attitude toward reading while you were a
student at Gilman?

a) Negeti've b) indifferent 1: -61 Positive LI

2., During your years at Gilman, did you usually do outside reading other than that
required by specific reading assignments?

a) Yes 0 b) No LI c) Don't recall LI
N,

t A

F. The following question is about your READING HISTORY. ,..
1. Which ONE of the following sentences-BEST describes your reading historyZ i

a)I-have-always-read-quite-a-bit;-thearnount-has-been-consistent
- over the years:

,

b) in the past I didn't do much reading, but nów 1 am reefing a1at
more.

-1]

, .0 ,Reading has been an ",onand off" kind of thing. 0,

. s6d) There was,a period in my life when .1 read quite a bit, but I just
don't read very much anymore.*

.

e) I have to do quite a bit of reading for work/school; but I donft
expect to contthue reading (his much in (he future.. Ef

f) The only time I did much reading was when it was required

it in school. '
0, .

A ,
.

G. This section.includes questions about your CURRENT TELEVISI9N ATWCHING
HABITS.

-v.,
. ,.. . -. .

1.. What is your SINGLE most important reason for watching tetevision?/."
a) For pleasure 0
b) For general knöwledge 11

,p

- e) To gain specific knowledge related to I-21

work and career LI.
to To relax\

e) fo.gain specific knowledge about
current evehts

f) 'Time filler

g) Other(specify)

2. l'aiWn the average, how,many hours per week do you sgiend watching

television? 1

'age I. no wrlIs In this woos)

RE L.1
25

RW
26

AG 0
2?

OR El

.

RHID
29

A

TR LI
30

efid tktaect 2
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t This seas!) concerns 'abilities and traits that are importantin doing a job.

Imagine that you are giving advice to someone who Is thinking of entering a Job
like yours. How important is it for this person to have each of 'the following
abilities and personality traits in order to be gbodat the job? (Mark pne on each
liney

00

Makes Helps Helps Is critical
no a a for doing a

difference Httle tot good job
. 1. Haridleltveral tasks at one time 0 . : . fi.

2. Get information by talking with peopie 0 0 D.
3. Give information by talking with peopje 0 fi .. .... CJ

. 4. Learn quickly 0 EL., fi . .

5. be good at math '0 0 0 ... 0
6. Have integrity 0 0 .-. ...
7. Get information by reading, fi . ...
8. Have good conlacts _ fi . .. fi
9. Evaluate, discipline, and praise others 0 fi .. fi . . fi

10. Be dedicated and conscientious fi EJ . . .

11. Have physical coordination .. . fi
12. Plan ahead and anticipate problems fi . fi . . : . fi
13. Be fair and impartial 0 .. fi .... fi

=< 14. Spot and tackle problems quickly - fi . fi .. fi ....
15. Represent company well to the public 0 fi ..
16. Be competitive \'ffi . . fi . .

17. Have manual dexterity ' 0 .... I

18. Cooperate with coworkers fi ..... . . 0 . . . . fi
19. Pay attention to details , , . 0 . .

20. Have higher degree or credential 0 . '0
21. Think of ew approaches to problems
22. Have p 0 fi .. fi ... fi
23. Visu zeihings befarecompletion 0 0 .. .

24: Think logically and analytically . 0 fi .. fi .

25. Have -a lot of ideas 0 '0 : . fi
26. Be tactful and cOnsiderate 0 0 .. fi .... fi
27. Take initiative and responsibility ..... 0 D . .

28: Have attended the right cohege 0 fi ..
29. Have physical strength and enduragce fi E E . . . 0
30. Have agood mciory fi Ei . 0 . . . fi
.31. Give information by writing reports, memos, etc fi E . . . fi
.32 Make decisions quickly. C . : . C
33. Be attractive and well groomed 0 0 0 . .

34: Concentrate in distracting or stressful situations fi 0 .
9

35. Follbw orders and subport coMpany policies L 0 . .

36. Be persuasive ancf motivating , ...... 0 .... Li . 0...
37. Coordinate and schedule activities E . . . . . .

38. Other (please discuss'in detail) . . . fi . . '0 . . . . fi

'Please use this space for any rem arks you'd like to make
,

Thank'you for your arlicipahon;

fr

1.

2 0
3.

4. 0
5. '0-
...a
7.[J

..a

...E

.1.0E

E14.

15.

16.

V, 0
18

19. r

21.

22. 0
23 .0

,

2 .0
2E:

20. 0
30. 0
31. 0
32. 0
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34. 0
35. 0
36. 0
32 0
35. El
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